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AS ICAZ, our objective remains not only to 
maintain, but to improve professionalism 
and productivity within our ranks, even 

against the odds that face us. We have therefore, 
like all similar international organisations of our 
profession, engaged in the “Difference Makers” 
drive which is a Chartered Accountants World-
wide (CAW) initiative to showcase the difference 
a Chartered Accountant makes to organisations, 
communities and economies around the world. 
As the Institute we would like to underline our 
pre-eminence; drive trust leadership; create 
confidence in the designation from all relevant 
stakeholders; demonstrate that we are best 
placed to provide solutions in a changing and 
challenging world while revealing our global per-
spective, relevance and role. This is our oppor-
tunity to confidently display the dynamic nature 
of our qualification as well as its forward looking 
disposition which dictates that Chartered Ac-
countants are the standard the world follows 
and are recognised worldwide for the strength 
of their expertise, making this the profession of 
choice. 
You will therefore be seeing a number of initia-
tives from the Institute, positioning us as Differ-
ence Makers!
Covid-19 Responses
In this environment one cannot avoid talking 
about Covid-19 and the effect it has had on all 
of us. I am pleased to advise you that as ICAZ 
we have commissioned a Covid-19 taskforce in 
response to the Covid-19 initiatives survey con-
ducted on members. The taskforce, made up of 
members who volunteered, has undertaken to 
implement the following plans in response to 
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Immediate Term Plans
These are in the form of:
• Informational webinars or articles on Covid-19 
developments and vaccines to ensure members 
are kept up to date locally and through chapters.
• Initiatives to attend to mental health and well-
ness to ensure members are supported in ensur-

ing their mental soundness and fitness for their 
various assignments. 
• Providing relief on subscriptions for members 
with extenuating financial circumstances. 
Short Term Plans 
• Foster partnerships with doctors/private facil-
ities /pharmacies to access drugs/treatment to 
offer members more options to access drugs or 
treatment with ease when required.
• Put in place a Covid-19 fund and raise funds for 
channelling to identified projects and vulnerable 
groups.
Medium/Long Term Plans
Work on a members’ distress fund or loan facility 
to assist distressed members now and into the 
future.
Strategic Focus
The ICAZ strategy has recently been redefined to 
make it relevant to this new normal. We endeav-
our to deliver the visions proposed by members 
and various stakeholders through surveys and 
engagements.
The strategic thrust of the Institute for the three-
year period 2021-2023 that council has formu-
lated is comprised of key strategic pillars aimed 
at serving and supporting members and to en-
able the effective carrying out of our mandate 
for the benefit of all stakeholders. 
The six strategic pillars are:
Membership - Enhance member services and 
support, grow membership and improve mem-
ber engagement. The key strategic initiatives to 
be implemented include a review of member 
value proposition and services, introduction 
of new pathways to membership, introduction 
of public sector qualification and membership 
category and future proofing/readying the pro-
fession.
Positioning - Enhance international brand vis-
ibility and premium positioning, and effective 
contribution to national/economic policies 
and causes. Key strategic initiatives will include 
thought leadership and brand visibility initia-

tives, international presence, contributions and 
participation initiatives. Public sector profession-
als’ membership category will be a key project 
for local positioning. This will also entail active 
stakeholder engagement.
Partnerships - Foster partnerships and agree-
ments that contribute to the growth of the pro-
fession, membership and the ICAZ brand locally 
and internationally. This will entail fostering part-
nerships with relevant local and international or-
ganisations.
Processes - Re-engineer and automate pro-
cesses to ensure ease, efficiency and seamless 
interactions, communications and engagements 
with members, students and other stakeholders. 
People - Enhance governance structures, skills 
and competencies to enable better service to 
members and the market. This will be achieved 
through benchmarking, training and develop-
ment initiatives.
Funding - Ensure that the Institute has sufficient 
funding to carry out its mandate, projects and 
strategic initiatives. This will be achieved through 
expanding sources of revenue, ensure timely col-
lections of subscriptions, seek donor funding for 
projects, structure investment projects (Centre 
of Excellence).  
It is my hope and that of council that the mem-
bership body will weigh in with their support 
and contributions to ensure that these strategic 
intentions are fulfilled.
Parting words!
Finally, fellow members I urge you to be a ‘Dif-
ference Maker’ in all aspects of life. There is a dif-
ference between good and excellent, between 
hoping we can do something, and having the 
knowledge, perspective, skills and capabilities to 
know we can.
There is a difference between decisions that are 
made for immediate gain for the few, and those 
that provide sustained prosperity for all.
A difference between the way things are done 
and the way we know they should be done – ap-
plying the highest standards of ethics, integrity 
and accountability.
We are that difference!
duduzile k. Shinya
ICAZ President

Being 
Difference 
Makers!
Dear members
Greetings esteemed members!
I trust that I find you in  good health and still taking precautions to stay safe 
from Covid-19. We should all remain hopeful that the vaccine developments will 
stabilise the incidences and reduce the impact of the pandemic. 

Duduzile K. Shinya (ICAZ President)
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ICAZ 
celebrates 
103 years

Staff Writer

THE Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Zimbabwe 
(ICAZ) marked ‘Chartered 

Accountants Day’ on January 11 as it 
marked its 103rd anniversary.
Formerly the Rhodesia Society of Ac-
countants, the institute was formed 
in 1918, and is the oldest professional 
accountancy organisation in Zim-
babwe.
It was formed following the account-
ing scandal of 1916, which brought 
to light the need for a grouping of 
accountants “who observe strict 
rules of conduct”, and was incorpo-
rated as a statutory body under the 
Chartered Accountants Act (Chapter 
27:02).
“103 years later, ICAZ has main-
tained and guarded the standard 
and quality of those admitted into 
membership and has upheld the 
strict observance of ethical conduct 
underpinned by its foundation 
motto ‘Semper Integritas’ (always 
integrity),” Duduzile Shinya, 
the institute’s president 
said in a statement.

As the institute looks forward to 
another century, Shinya said its vision 
is to be the pre-eminent professional 
body in the development and pro-
motion of accountancy, assurance 
and advisory services, business and 
good governance practices.
“And our mission is to enhance the 
international standing and recogni-
tion of the qualification Chartered 
Accountant Zimbabwe (CA(Z)), for 
the benefit of its members and to 
support such members in providing 
quality services in the public interest.”
ICAZ has three membership catego-
ries namely; CA(Z), Fellow Chartered 
Accountant Zimbabwe (FCA(Z)) 
and Articled Accountant Zimbabwe 
(AA(Z)).
According to the institute, the CA(Z) 
category “embodies the core, princi-
pal and pre-dominate brand of the 
Institute”. It is also the category that 
fully encompasses the ICAZ com-
petency framework and forms the 

“The institute’s socio-economic contribution includes 
input into economic research papers, policy input 
and technical support to government ministries.”

bulk of the membership of the Institute.
The FCA(Z) category is a premium derivative of the principal CA(Z) 
category, which recognises and distinguishes the senior Chartered 
Accountant from the rest of the membership. It is based on seniority, 
experience and professional conduct.
On the other hand, the AA(Z) category is for persons who hold an 
accounting degree recognised by ICAZ and have their contracts and 
training records discharged by the institute.  ICAZ says this member-
ship category enhances the weight and value of the articles training 
while giving the member credible recognition as belonging to a pro-
fessional body.
Members of the public can check if the accountant they know is an 
ICAZ member through the ‘Find A CA’ portal on the ICAZ website.
Shinya said ICAZ develops and promotes the assurance services in the 
country through its member firms, most of which are part of global 
networks and associations.
“The institute provides business leadership and strategic management. 
CA(Z) members occupy most of the senior positions on the compa-
nies listed on the Zimbabwe Stock Exchange, that is as chairpersons, 
finance directors and audit committee chairpersons.
“ICAZ also influences and contributes to local and international and 
economic associations for the benefit of the accounting profession 
and Zimbabwean economy. Most CA(Z) sit on sectoral economic 
associations in Zimbabwe. Members participate in international 
associations such as IFAC, PAFA, CAW, Africa Integrated Reporting 
Council, Accounting Standard Setting Committees, PAAB board and 
committees.”
Shinya said the institute’s socio-economic contribution includes input 
into economic research papers, policy input and technical support to 
government ministries.
“ICAZ enhances public accounting and financial management 
through the IPSAS course offering, Public Sector Professionalisation 
Project and the annual Public Sector Convention. A number of ICAZ 
members serve on public sector boards and associations.”
The president said ICAZ also contributes to the promotion of equal 
opportunities and diversity in the profession through the Vimbiso 
Scholarship Trust Fund, the WeCAN initiative, students support initia-
tive (CASS) and career guidance initiatives.
She said the future focus of the institute for public interest includes 
developing a future relevance and adaptable accountant with ease of 
mobility and assimilation into different environments through skills 
and capabilities enhancement, embracing technology, innovation and 
creativity.
“Other focuses are to enhance accountability and transparency in the 
public sector and bring Zimbabwe’s public sector up to a world-class 
standard of reporting through introducing and monitoring public 
sector professionals and working with government and public institu-
tions to implement IPSAS, as well as accounting profession develop-
ment in Zimbabwe and ensuring there is equal opportunity to access 
the qualification by all capable and desirous aspirants.”
ICAZ is a founding member of the International Federation of Ac-
countants (IFAC), and a member of the Pan African Federation of 
Accountants (PAFA).
The institute is an associate member of the Chartered Accountants 
Worldwide (CAW), and has nine international chapters in all five con-
tinents of the world.
It also has mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) with leading global 
chartered accountants’ institutes across all five continents. In these 
agreements the ICAZ members can be accepted into membership of 
these other bodies on the strength of the CA(Z) qualification, without 
need for taking any examinations or assessments. 

“ICAZ en-
hances public ac-

counting and financial 
management through 

the IPSAS course offer-
ing, Public Sector Pro-

fessionalisation Project 
and the annual Public 
Sector Convention...”
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DUDUZILE Shinya’s philosophy of life is 
based on several desired results.
“You need to dream, read widely, travel 

so that you know what is out there in the world 
and find what you love and know what you 
want to achieve. Dream so that when opportu-
nities come your way, you recognise and seize 
them,” she says.
“In addition to a formal education and getting 
a degree, read widely. Increase your knowledge 
base. You should also find a person you would 
like to emulate, someone whose business eth-
ics and culture align with ours. Find out more 
about them, understand the way they think, 
what makes them tick and how they operate. 
Find a person or people that are able to see you 
for your strengths and weaknesses and are able 
to guide you to improve on your weakness and 
build on your strengths to be the best you can 
be.
“If you try to do it all alone, that’s when you lose 
balance. The devil is in the detail. Get your hands 
dirty and do the hard work in order to learn to 
work smart and achieve your goals.”
Shinya is the chief finance officer of the Zim-
babwe Investment and Development Agency 
(ZIDA), Zimbabwe’s one-stop shop for investors.
She is also the president of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ), 
the third female to hold such a position in the 
organisation’s 103-year history after Emilia 
Chisango (Cassava Smartech Zimbabwe FD) 
and current ICAZ chief executive officer Gloria 
Zvaravanhu.
Shinya is someone who loves a challenge.
“I like having something to resolve or fix or add 
value to. I want to stretch myself and contribute 
to solutions and development,” she says.
Being ZIDA’s inaugural CFO is exciting, she said. 
“It’s a privilege and honour to be part of the 
leadership team appointed to lead Zimbabwe’s 
efforts to showcase the country’s potential”.
“However, the challenges facing the nation are 
significant but not insurmountable.
“It is these challenges that necessitated the 
creation of ZIDA, ’a cross-cutting, agile, in-
vestor-centric, Zimbabwe believing, Zimba-
bwe-proud, ambitious world-class agency’ as the 
CEO (Douglas Munatsi) would put it.” 
Shinya took over the presidency of ICAZ from 

Fungai Kuipa last year in August. Her tenure 
coincided with the emergence of the deadly 
Covid-19, which is ravaging economies.
Life as we knew it before Covid-19 has changed, 
Shinya said, and “we have now entered the ‘new 
normal’ with both feet firmly on the ground”.
“This has now become our way of life and get-
ting on with business the best we can. Despite 
the challenging environment, some of the 
successes I can name are the increased engage-
ment of the members resident in the diaspora 
through increased access to webinars and virtual 
Continuing Professional Development work-
shops,” she said.
“The Covid-19 pandemic has fast-tracked most 
operations into adopting emerging technologies 
that ensure products and services are sold on-
line, so members and stakeholders and employ-
ees can efficiently work from home or rather, 
away from the office.
“It was not without teething problems but it 
certainly improved the digitalisation status of 
the Institute, as we were thrown into the deep 
end of digitalisation!”
ICAZ, however, battled challenges including the 
failure to fulfill requirements of the International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Conse-
quently, many audit opinions were modified.
“Long term solutions to hyperinflation and ex-
change rates should be centred on addressing 
the macro-economic fundamentals. We hope 
that the National Development Strategy 1 
will deliver that,” Shinya said.
She added: “Secondly, monetary and fiscal 
discipline is critical and we have at least 
seen some stability on that front. Policy 
measures that instil confidence are re-
quired to attract investments, in partic-
ular foreign direct investment.
“An additional challenge has been en-
suring the business continuation of 
the Institute during the economic 
challenges that the Covid-19 pan-
demic has presented.
The Institute relies significantly 
on membership fees as well 
as sponsorships as part of its 
financial support.
Now with a significant num-
ber of businesses having 

ICAZ president 
takes up role as 
ZIDA’s chief 
finance officer

closed, or significantly reduced their operations, 
the focus cannot remain the same. However, we 
need to still look after the physical and social 
well-being of our staff and ensure as an Institute, 
we survive to flourish in better times to come.”
Asked what role ICAZ is playing to assist the 
government, which is struggling to extricate 
the fragile economy from its woes, Shinya said: 
“ICAZ has an advisory role. Our role is to input 
into economic research papers, policy input and 
technical support to government ministries.”
ICAZ champions ethics and professional con-
duct, as a regulator of its members and as a 
propagator of good governance practices, pro-
moting public trust in government and business.
The Institute, she said, develops and promotes 
the assurance services in the 
country through its member 
firms, most of whom are 
part of global networks 
and associations.
ICAZ enhances 
accountability and 
transparency in the 
public sector and 
brings Zimbabwe’s 
public sector up to a 
world-class standard 
of reporting through 
introducing and 
monitoring public 
sector professionals 
and working with 
government and pub-
lic institutions to im-
plement International 
Public Sector Account-
ing Standards 
(IPSAS).
“We fa-
cil-
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itate local capacity in the education pro-
grammes, for example, the accredited local uni-
versities and local education providers to offer 
the ICAZ internationally recognised education 
programmes,” Shinya said, adding ICAZ helps 
in the promotion of good governance practices 
through input and promotion of the Zimbabwe 
Corporate Governance Code, anti-corruption 
initiatives, and ethical and fair business practices 
codes for members, among others.
ICAZ has also been engaging the government on 
many fronts including how to resolve the issue 
of blocked funds.
Shinya said the conversations by ICAZ and 
Public Accountants and Auditors Board, in 
particular with the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe 
(RBZ) on blocked funds has been going on since 
mid-2018.
The conversations, she said, quickly evolved into 
trying to find a solution that would assist both 
RBZ and the impacted organisations find a mid-
dle ground, a win-win position.
“This has not happened as fast as ICAZ and 
its members would have liked as the issue has 
continued to impact their financial reporting 
since then. It was encouraging to hear the RBZ 
governor during his delivery of the February 
2021 Monetary Policy Statement specifically 
mentioning working together with the PAAB 
to find a solution to this issue, to ensure organ-
isations can comply with the requirements of 
International Financial Reporting Standards,” she 
said, adding the institute has “offered its services 
to both the RBZ and PAAB to work on resolving 
the blocked funds issue, working with our tech-
nical teams. Discussion on how to approach the 
matter is now underway”.
ICAZ is also involved in the government’s IPSAS 
project. Shinya said they were challenged by the 
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Finance, 
George Guvamatanga, a few years ago, when he 
remarked that the government being the biggest 
‘business’ in Zimbabwe did not have a single CA 
in its employment.
“Being people of action, as ICAZ we made it 
our focus to address the need for professional 
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ICAZ president takes up role as ZIDA’s chief finance officer...contd

“ICAZ 
did not have a 

membership quali-
fication and catego-
ry for public sector 

professionals but we 
are now at advanced 

stages of introducing 
a public sector mem-

bership category 
and a public sector 

qualification...”

accountants in Government, and for one to be 
called a professional they must be a member of 
a professional accounting organisation such as 
ICAZ.
This would enhance public sector accountability, 
transparency and governance,” she said.
“ICAZ did not have a membership qualification 
and category for public sector professionals but 
we are now at advanced stages of introducing a 
public sector membership category and a public 
sector qualification.
“We now have a programme under way where 
selected senior members in the public sector are 
undertaking a programme which after comple-
tion will become the first Public Sector Profes-
sional members of ICAZ this year.”
She said ICAZ was in discussions with the Public 
Service Commission for a project that will trans-
form accounting professionals in government.
“The Public Service Commission has been doing 
impressive and transformational work with 
regards to public service training and develop-
ment and we will hopefully partner them on the 
accounting professional’s development aspect.”
Shinya said overcoming stereotypes has been a 
challenge.
“When I started my career there were very few 
women in leadership positions and the first op-
tions to promote or advance someone were not 
easily available to women, particularly women of 
colour,” she said.
“The thought process at times, was to say it is 
better to hire a man as he will not have breaks in 
his career when it comes to maternity leave for 
example. Or at times hiring men to perpetuate 
the male dominated environment reviously 
existing.”
She and other women in similar situations had 
“to work twice as hard to prove ourselves in 
order to excel and pave the way for others to 
follow”.
Shinya is not a supporter of quota system as 
there are women out there that have worked 
hard and deserve “a seat at the table”.
“…we cannot just appoint place holders, to fulfil 
a target. Business needs to recognise those that 
are equally qualified for the role and can deliver,” 
she said.
“Another challenge has been balancing family, 
work and life. But that is a perennial problem 
and cannot be fully resolved. My aim is to ensure 
balance over a period of time.
There is no science and no perfection in trying 
to attain this balance. One should also try and 
work with what they can manage and get a sup-
port system that allows them to achieve the best 
of their abilities.”
Asked who Duduzile Shinya was, she described 
herself as “shy but confident…”
“The journey to self-improvement and learning 
is without end. “Every meeting, every organ-
isation that I have interacted with or worked 
with, every board I have served on has put me 
in touch with amazing people that have and 
continue to broaden my views and opinions. 
Mostly, it is the reinforcement of the need to 

continuously develop oneself in a bid to better 
myself, my peers, my profession and my country, 
that keeps me going.
“It is not all serious work with me. I love the 
outdoors and will take every opportunity I can 
to travel and see as much of the country and the 
world as I can. I do my best to keep fit and enjoy 
running and cycling. I always have a book by my 
bedside and try and read whenever I can make 
the time.”
On weekends, she gets her motor bike out for a 
spin and enjoys the breeze, fresh air and Zimba-
bwean scenery.
“I also love fine dining, particularly with excellent 
wine,” Shinya said.
In the spirit of the International Women’s 
Month that was celebrated in March, she wants 
to thank the “supportive men” who are “brave 
enough to support the upcoming women lead-
ers, by having faith in them and nurturing their 
abilities and ambitions”.
Shinya pays tribute to “all the supporting fathers, 
brothers, supervisors, colleagues and husbands 
who have given their support to assisting the 
ladies in their life grow and encourage them to 
do better”.
“Without the endorsement of strong male 
counterparts that are willing to encourage and 
support us as women our journey would be 
that much harder. I would like to thank the la-
dies that promote and nurture the growth and 
blossoming of young ambitious and professional 
women,” she said.
“To those that have been brave and frank 
enough to share their stories and career journeys 
and experiences, thank you. The journey is not 
easy, but together we make the journey easier 
for those who follow.”
Shinya, holds a Bachelor in Accounting Science 
Honours degree from the University of South 
Africa (Unisa) as well as a Masters in Business 
Leadership from the Unisa Graduate School of 
Business Leadership.
Over the last 15 years she has had opportuni-
ties to sit on various boards including those of 
Schweppes Zimbabwe Limited, Old Mutual, 
Zinwa and CBZ Bank.  Currently, she sits on 
the Zimbabwe International Trade Fair (ZITF) 
Company board as well as committees within 
the Medicines Control Authority of Zimbabwe 
(MCAZ) and the Insurance and Pensions Com-
mission.  Most recently, beginning of this year, 
she was appointed to the Innscor Africa Limited 
board. 
Shinya also sit on the Accounting Standards 
Committee which is a technical subcommittee 
of the Zimbabwe Accounting Practices Board 
which falls under the PAAB.
She is also a member of the International Fed-
eration of Women Accountants steering com-
mittee. 
“Board responsibilities increase my experience 
and allow me to contribute at a strategic man-
agement level and present opportunities for me 
to learn about other areas of expertise that may 
not be associated with my primary job responsi-
bilities,” Shinya said. – Business Times
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Albert Chimbohwayi
Corporate governance is defined 
as a system by which entities are 
managed and controlled. The 
governance of corporations can 
be on a statutory basis, can be 
based on a code of principles and 
practices, or can be a combination 
of both. In Zimbabwe, corporations 
are governed by the Companies 
Act Chapter 24:31 (for companies), 
the National Code on Corporate 
Governance Zimbabwe (NCCGZ) 
of 2014, and/or King 4 report on 
corporate governance.
Despite properly laid down 
governance principles, corporations 
are not yielding the desired 
governance results because basic 
principles are being snubbed. 
Zimbabwe has recently witnessed 
malpractices and irregularities by 
directors of corporates who have 
neglected their fiduciary duties. 
People of high social statuses are 
making it into directorate positions. 
They apply for directorate positions 
and when they get interviewed, 
some of them sound promising, 
but their contribution to 
corporates leaves very little to be 
desired. 
A concern was noted for 
individuals who sit on multiple 
board of directors, and a rectifying 
measure through the NCCGZ 
was put in place to require that 
a board member should not 
serve on more than six boards 
at the same time. Talented and 
motivated individuals were then 
requested by the government to 

submit their applications so that 
a pool of experts could be created 
to facilitate ease of selection and 
rotation of directors. However, 
there has been minimal evidence of 
such rotations so far. Most directors 
are extremely busy members, who 
only turn up for meetings to pocket 
allowances and to build cartels 
to further their own personal 
interests. 
You hardly find a board member 
who is less than 30 years old. 
Same old members are being 
used rotationally and they are 
producing the same old results. It 
is not disputable that experience 
comes with age and exposure, but 
if it’s not working, there is need 
to change the approach and find 
workable solutions. 
One Member of Parliament once 
lamented that “If the dogs are not 
hunting, they should be changed”. 
In any case, does it mean that 
young people have nothing to 
contribute in the governance of 
today’s corporates? Although it 
is common knowledge that one 
of the major causes of economic 
meltdown in Zimbabwe is 
corruption and greed, I believe 
that brain drain is worsening the 
situation. There is serious brain 
drain of young and talented 
Zimbabweans who are making 
significant contributions in other 
countries whilst our own beloved 
country is left in the hands of 
weary, elderly citizens to find 
governance solutions. There’s 
no point having skilled and high 
profile board members, if that does 

not translate to good results and 
improved governance practices. 
It is better to have young and 
energetic board members with 
low social statuses, but with 
commitment than to have idle, 
high profile members who are too 
busy to contribute to the success of 
corporates.
There is need for a paradigm 
shift from a traditional way of 
thinking with regards to the 
mandate and conduct of directors. 
Well documented governance 
principles without the right people 
to implement are of no use. The 
National Code on Corporate 
Governance Zimbabwe prescribes 
that the board and its committees 
should have a formal process of 
evaluating its performance and 
those of individual directors 
and that the annual report 
must disclose the result of the 
evaluation. Most of our public 
institutions do not evaluate board 
performances and those who are 
doing it are merely conducting 
a box ticking exercise without 
considering the real contribution 
to the organisation for each 
member or the board collectively. 
These evaluations should be 
taken seriously if we want to 
improve in this regard as a nation. 
There should also be continuous 
monitoring of board performances 
with a dashboard of key result 
areas to ensure that those charged 
with governance are leading 
organisations in the right direction. 
It is not in the best interest of 
organisations to wait for year end 

to assess board performances only 
to discover that corporations have 
long gone off track.
The NCCGZ also require that the 
board must have a balance in terms 
of skills which enable companies 
to have sub-committees which 
are properly constituted with 
skilled members. Because board 
committees drive organisations, 
they need to be comprised of 
dedicated personnel who are 
technically sound and sober. 
The board should receive 
continuous training with regards 
to expectations and their mandate. 
Some directors do not even know 
what is expected of them in 
discharging their fiduciary duties. 
During my career in the audit field, 
I have come across directors who sit 
on multiple executive committees 
on nepotism and political basis. 
On one occasion, one of our local 
universities had a council/board 
of 22 members, but during the 
meeting to which I was invited, only 
three members were participating 
and the rest were concentrating on 
the coffee and snacks. I wondered 
if having 22 council members was 
necessary, especially at the expense 
of the institution. If we want to take 
our public institutions in the right 
direction we need to be honest 
with ourselves and do the needful. 
Albert Chimbohwayi is a partner 
at KRES Chartered Accountants, 
CA (Z), technical consultant and 
certified forensic auditor. He can 
be contacted on albertchimbos@
gmail.com/ albertc@kres.co.zw 
+263775263284, +263716323821

Zim corporate governance: Let’s include youths

New initiative 
positions 
Chartered 
Accountants as 
‘Difference Makers’

CHARTERED Accountants 
Worldwide is launching 
a new strategic initiative 

aimed at positioning Chartered 
Accountants as reliable, trusted 
voices and catalysts for change to 
help get businesses and econo-
mies moving again.
Using the organising concept 
of ‘Difference Makers’, the pro-
gramme connects the role of 
Chartered Accountants to the 

contribution that they make in 
the organisations where they 
work, in communities, society and 
the wider economy.
Finance touches every part of 
every organisation. ‘Difference 
Makers’ is intended to convey 
how mobilising the skills, perspec-
tives and training that Chartered 
Accountants have, delivers the 
wherewithal to make real change 
when it is needed most.

The launch is timely as businesses and governments around the world are 
actively listening for trusted voices and reliable, credible assistance to help 
them in recovering from the shock of the COVID-19 pandemic and helping 
economies to thrive again. And as we have detailed on this site over the past 
year, Chartered Accountants Worldwide member institutes have been at 
the forefront in providing much-needed support, resources and advocacy to 
their respective members, businesses and governments.
The message also applies to students at the outset of their career. ‘Difference 
makers’ aims to encourage them to become a Chartered Accountant and 
demonstrates how they can make a positive difference through their work.
The concept is being rolled out globally across Chartered Accountants 
Worldwide 15 member institutes as part of their marketing and communi-
cations. This common set of core messages is intended to create consistency 
about how to position and differentiate Chartered Accountants, with a set of 
tools and examples for use locally.
Michael Izza, chairman of Chartered Accountants Worldwide, welcomed the 
launch of this initiative. “As the world starts to recover from the COVID-19 
pandemic, and we emerge from a time of unprecedented upheaval in our 
economy and our society, there will be huge financial and business challeng-
es, and the right advice will be critical. That is why there has never been a 
better time for governments, businesses, and individuals to work together 
and to understand the value that a Chartered Accountant can bring,” he 
said.
This content was first published by Chartered Accountants Worldwide. The 
original content can be viewed on: www.charteredaccountantsworldwide.com
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The 
‘future fit’ 
Chartered 
Accountant

ICAZ is closely collaborating with 
the South African Institute of 
Chartered Accountants (‘SAICA’) 

on the project that SAICA dubbed 
‘CA2025’. The project is all about 
reviewing the CA qualification to en-
sure that it gives the skills and com-
petencies that are required in the 
future to maintain the relevance of 
the profession in this world that has 
become volatile, uncertain, complex 
and ambiguous. The level and pace 
of digitalisation and emerging tech-
nologies are a significant push in the 
need to ‘future proof’ the profession.  
It is a global project and strategic fo-
cus area across the profession. 
The ICAZ Journey
The purpose of the ICAZ’s future 
fit project is to imagine the future 
roles of the CAs, single out the most 
relevant issues that CAs face as well 
as determine which competencies 
are pertinent for the future. At initi-

ation of the CA2025 project, SAICA 
assisted ICAZ in conducting market 
wide surveys as well as face to face 
interviews with a broad spectrum 
of stakeholders in Zimbabwe, which 
included employers and recruiters, 
to obtain their views about what will 
be required of the future CA.
The extensive research resulted in 
the following broad areas being 
identified as key areas of focus 
in the skills and competency re-
views;
1. Critical thinking – the dynamic 

environment that is currently 
subsisting requires a CA that can 
think outside the box to come 
up with unique ideas to resolve 
existing and novel challenges.

2. Business acumen – value creation 
will be key for the various stake-
holders that rely on the CA.

3. Ethics – given how central the 

CA is to decision making and being privy to critical information, 
the importance of ethics cannot be overemphasised.

4. Technology – digital acumen is now very key as technological leaps 
and bounds are now the norm.

5. Lifelong learning – continuous learning and growth will be vital to 
maintain relevance.

ICAZ then commissioned a project team that is looking as various 
aspects of preparing the CA(Z) to meet the future requirements. A 
project plan is in place and is being implemented. The two broad ob-
jectives of the plan are to;
1. Equip already qualified CAs for the future
2. Review the curriculum and competence frameworks to incor-

porate the key aspects in the training of the future CAs.
The key initiatives are therefore broadly grouped into three main 
areas to address the two broad objectives above and these are 
shared in turn below;
A. Continuous Professional development (CPd) and Short Course 

Offerings
This initiative is meant to assist in equipping the already qualified 
members with skills required in the future. This will entail review of the 
CPD Policy to ensure that it is centred on “Thought Leadership” gener-
ating and facilitating cutting edge knowledge and solutions on future 
issues that will impact the society, economy and the profession. The 
CPD offerings are also being enhanced to ensure that they cover skills 
and competencies required in the future as summarised above.
Short courses also being introduced to augment the skills of 
members and a lot of collaborations and partnerships with other 
Professional Accounting Organisations (PAOs) globally is to be 
expected. So far ICAZ has introduced short offerings (Courses or 
CPD series) in Leadership, Strategy and Corporate Finance. More 
are to be expected and arising from global collaborations to en-
sure international acceptance and standard.
B. Academic Curriculum Review
ICAZ currently partners SAICA in the delivery of its qualification 
examinations. In that regard, the academic curriculum review will 
be informed by SAICA’s processes. The ICAZ project team is actively 
involved in the processes at SAICA so as to be well informed as they 
also engage the local stakeholders in Zimbabwe. This will mostly affect 
the local Universities that offer the undergraduate programs that are 
accepted by ICAZ into the qualification pipeline. An extensive review 
of the entry levels programs will be done as part of the project.
To augment the curriculum review process, ICAZ has also intro-
duced public lectures at the various local universities where the 
key matters for the future will and are being covered.
C. Practical Training
The ICAZ practical training programme aims to provide a professional 
environment in which CA students can develop and demonstrate the 
appropriate Professional Values and Attitudes and acquire the en-
abling Competencies (Acumens) in practical, real-life situations; while 
gaining experience in the functional competences through integration 
within, between and across each area in the value creation chain.
The training programme is being reviewed to ensure it covers 
all aspects required in the future. In 2020, ICAZ introduced a CA 
Leadership Masterclass, which is a course aimed at equipping the 
CA students with all the requisite critical thinking and business 
acumen attributes. This course is now a compulsory requirement 
before students are discharged from their training contracts with 
effect from 1 June 2021.
ICAZ is also on a drive to accredit training offices in various sectors of 
the economy to widen the experience base of CAs.
Members and students are encouraged to embrace the initiatives be-
ing made available to them on a bid to ensure they are future ready.
Owen Mavengere CA(Z), ICAZ technical manager and project manager. 
Owen can be contacted on email addresses technical@icaz.org.zw or 
owenm@icaz.org.zw 

MyICAZ 
Application

The Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Zimbabwe (ICAZ) is very excited to 
announce the release of a brand new 

application for members, built and optimised to 
have better access to the Institute! 

• Connect through:

ICAZ Members are encouraged to 
access this applicarion. Your login 

details are the same as for your 
membership database otherwise

Contact: itsupport@icaz.org.zw

The MyICAZ app is live in both stores now. 

With this resource, the mobile app will 
provide users with the ability to:
• View and edit your profile
• Full access to event resources
• View, update and send notes on your 

event sessions
• Browse speaker information
• Check out exhibitors (partners/

sponsors) and the exhibit hall floor plan
• Connect with other app users with the 

in-app messaging system
• Set reminders for events and receive 

alerts
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Services On O�er
Accounting and Bookkeeping Services.
Internal Audit Services.
External Audit Services.
Forensic Auditing.
Judicial Management.
Liquidations.
Sequestrations.
Corporate Finance & Advisory Services.
Financial Management Training.
Company Secretarial Services

22 Lomagundi Road
Avondale, Harare
Tel: (242) 332817/8

Cell: Christopher Maswi  +263 773 801 957
Email: fvalue12@gmail.com
Christophermaswi12@gmail.com
Christophermaswi@fvalue.co.zw

For More Information Contact Us:

“The Professionals Who Care”
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INTERNATIONAL
Women’s Month

CELEBRATING AND APPRECIATING  OUR DIFFERENCE MAKERS:
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP

Duduzile K. Shinya
CA(Z)

Margret Chipunza
CA(Z)

Janice Rudo Sambaza
CA(Z)

Prof. Rudo Makunike- 
Mutasa

PATHOLOGIST

Suraiya Essof
Social and Business 

Entrepreneur 
and Teacher

Dedrey Mutimutema
Banker

Rufaro Maunze-Bhebhe
CA(Z)

Emilia Chisango
CA(Z)

Tatenda Zimondi
CA(Z)

Shuvai Mugadza
Logistics

Alana Chinhara
CA(Z)

Dr Farai Nhembe
Specialist Orthodontist

Visit our website www.icaz.org.zw for more information on ICAZ events and programs.

Below is a selection of Women Leaders profiled in the Women’s month
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Chiedza Juru
CA(Z)

Ntokozo Mkandla
CA(Z)

Rudo Magundani
Lawyer

Karen Muzembe Mhazo
CA(Z)

Letwin Mawire
CA(Z)

Mudiwa Chipungu
Logistics

Georginah Machiridza
 Marketer

Manyara Chigunduru
CA(Z)

Tjeludo Ndlovu
CA(Z)

Mutsa Remba
Lawyer

Janet Manyowa
Musician, Accountant

Faith Mazani
 Revenue Administrator

Visit our website www.icaz.org.zw for more information on ICAZ events and programs.

INTERNATIONAL
Women’s Month

CELEBRATING AND APPRECIATING  OUR DIFFERENCE MAKERS:
WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP

Below is a selection of Women Leaders profiled in the Women’s month
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THE Public Accountants and Auditors Board 
(PAAB) is the statutory regulatory and over-
sight body for the accountancy profession 

in Zimbabwe. It has the mandate of adopting, 
adapting and developing accounting standards 
in Zimbabwe. The PAAB has adopted the Inter-
national Ethics Standard Board for Accountants 
(IESBA) code of ethics (hereinafter referred to as 
the code) to guide its members. The adoption 
was done through Statutory Instrument (SI) 41 of 
2019. The Code has been adopted as is, without 
any adjustments or alterations. Therefore, any ref-
erence to the CPC in PAAB terms refers to the CPC 
as issued by IESBA i.e. the IESBA Code of Ethics.

ICAZ Code of Wthics 
The Institute of Chartered Accountants has also 
adopted the IESBA Code of Ethics (The Code) to 
govern its members. ICAZ adopted the code with-
out any adjustments. See link to the code below: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/254m5nnhv1l2ald/
AABrd1sAJS9XtCEDXy2Qulk2a?dl=0 

National Code on Corporate Governance zim-
babwe 

The National Code of Corporate Governance Zim-
babwe (Zimcode) was introduced in April 2015 
with the aim of reducing corporate failures due to 
poor governance practises. Rather than dealing 
explicitly with professional accountants, the code 
addresses all facets of a business entity including 
separation of ownership and control, the board of 
directors, information management and corpo-
rate conflict prevention and resolution. There are 
however aspects that are included in the Zimcode 
that are relevant to professional accountants and 
auditors. 
Zimcode is yet to be gazetted as law. However, it is 
important to note that with respect to public enti-
ties, the Public Entities Corporate Governance Act 
(Chapter 10:31) which came into effect through 
Statutory Instrument 89 of 2018 on the 8th of June 
2018 stipulated that the conditions of Zimcode 
are applicable to all public entities since the said 
date. The new companies act also makes reference 
to Zimcode.
Follow the links below for the Zimcode and the 
Public Entities Corporate Governance Act:
Zimcode –  http://zimcode.net/Governance-code
Public Entities Corporate Governance Act –  
http://www.veritaszim.net/sites/veritas_d/files/
PUBLIC%20ENTITIES%20CORPORATE%20GOV-
ERNANCE%20ACT_0.pdf 

Zimcode and professional accountants 
Generally, accountants hold influential positions 
in most entities, ranging from being members of 
the board, company secretaries as well as Chief 
Executive Officers. Therefore, there is a need for 
all professional accountants to be conversant with 
the requirements of the code in all aspects of run-
ning a business. 

Board members
In particular, senior accountants that sit on the 
board of directors should provide effective cor-
porate and entrepreneurial leadership rooted in 
ethics, professionalism and good morality.

The Zimcode, in Section 79, highlights that a key 
competence that should be included in the board 
is accounting or financial expertise and as such 
professional accountants appointed into board 
of director positions should be mature and have 
integrity, good character high credibility, probity, 
assiduousness and possess accounting related 
knowledge. Professional accountants appointed 
in boards should also be up to date with their tax 
obligations and have an appetite for knowledge 
and self-improvement. 

Auditors
The Zimcode highlights the following expecta-
tions from auditors:
Internal Auditors: Section 252 highlights that the 
internal audit function should 
a) Annually conduct a formal and documented 

review of the design, implementation and ef-
fectiveness of internal financial controls 

b) Provide independent assurance on the integrity 
and robustness of the risk management pro-
cesses and a written assessment of the effec-
tiveness of the system of internal controls and 
risk management

c) Evaluate governance processes including ethics 
and setting the right tone at the top 

d) Assure the Board that the combined assurance 
model is coordinated to best optimise costs 
avoid duplication and prevent an assurance 
overload 

e) Report to the audit committee on how man-
agement has or will repair deficiencies in the 
system of governance and the risk control 
framework 

External Auditors: Section 253 of the ZIMCODE 
highlights that external auditors should:
a) Liaise with internal audit and risk management 

committees on the scope and extent of cover-
age of their audit and 

b) Report on material weaknesses in financial 
control and finance management systems 
whether from design implementation or 
execution perspectives that result in actual 
material financial loss fraud or material mis-
statements. 

The Companies And Other Business Entities 
Act [24:31]

The Companies and Other Business Entities Act 
[24:31] (the new Companies Act) came into 
effect on the 13th of February 2020, replacing the 
Companies Act [24:03]. The New Companies Act 
borrows heavily from the Zimcode on issues to 
do with corporate governance and thus ensures 
that key corporate governance practices are made 
compulsory rather than the comply and explain 
stance taken by the code. This ensures that ac-
countability and transparency are maintained in 
running business entities and adequate penalties 
are instituted for non-compliance with good cor-
porate governance. 
Notable changes include:
•	 The Act puts into law the fiduciary duties 

expected from office bearers (directors /man-
agers) of all companies. These include acting 
in good faith and in the best interest of the 
company and with the care, skill, and attention 

that a diligent business person would exercise 
in the same circumstances. This is in line with 
the requirements of Section 57 and 59 of the 
Zimcode which require the Board to act in the 
best interest of the company. 

•	 Section 206 of the new Act highlights that 
a public company shall have at least three 
non-executive/ independent directors on the 
board. This ensures that the board is evenly 
balanced as required by the Zimcode.

•	 The Zimcode through section 98 highlighted 
that board members should not serve on 
more than six boards at the same time. This 
has been codified by the new Companies Act 
through section 195(9) which prohibits indi-
viduals sitting on a public company’s board 
to sit on more than six boards. Contravention 
of this section results in a civil penalty being 
charged on the director. 

•	 The Zimcode highlights the importance of 
the company secretary because he/she is the 
gatekeeper of good corporate governance. The 
new Companies Act makes it mandatory for 
all companies to appoint at least one company 
secretary. 

•	 Section 215 of the new Act highlights that 
the company should disclose, in the accounts, 
any emoluments paid to directors. This is also 
in line with the requirements of the Zimcode 
section 292.

Other changes included in the new Companies 
Act which have an impact on corporate gover-
nance include the requirement to disclose loans 
and guarantees (section 216) and the require-
ments to disclose any conflict of interest (Section 
57).

Companies And Other Business Entities Act 
[24:31] and professional accountants 

The new Companies Act highlights a number of 
expectations that professional accountants should 
abide by. These include;
Adhering to the provisions of the Public Accoun-
tants and Auditors Act [Chapter 27:12] and of 
generally accepted accounting practise in terms of 
appointment, qualifications, independence and 
work of the auditor. 
The Act also highlights that a professional accoun-
tant can only serve as an auditor of a company 
for five consecutive years after which he/she must 
take a break of at least two years. 

Upcoming CPd
Furthermore, professional guidance in the form 
of a CPD session will be provided in May 2021, 
where changes and relevance of the New Com-
panies Act to professional accountants as well as 
the interpretation and application of the National 
Code on Corporate Governance Zimbabwe will 
be discussed. The session will elaborate the issues 
above and other broader issues relevant to ac-
countants and auditors. Further discussion will be 
held on the applicability of the various legislations 
to boards and other stakeholders.
For more information on this and related matters, 
kindly contact the ICAZ technical manager, Owen 
Mavengere, on email, owenm@icaz.org.zw or tech-
nical@icaz.org.zw 

ICAZ Code of Ethics and other professional conduct 
requirements for professional accountants and auditors
This paper serves to communicate the Code of Ethics and other professional conduct requirements that should be adhered to by ICAZ 
members and other professional accountants and auditors.
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Leader in Nurturing 
Chartered Accountants

How we are incorporating CA2025 into our curriculum
At CAA we endeavour to nurture Chartered Accountants who are future ready. Our aim is to equip our students with skills that they will need in the 
workplace today and in the future. We strive to ensure that our students are relevant in this world of technological change and that their competencies 
are relevant for the workplace. The ICAZ CA2025 competencies are embedded into the academic aspects of the CAA BCTA and CTA student 
curricula to help prepare them for the future as a Chartered Accountant.
WWe aim to improve the digital acumen in our students in line with the ICAZ CA2025 competency requirements. This is achieved by offering Robotics 
Process Automation (RPA) under the Ui Path Academic Alliance and Quickbooks lessons to our students. RPA gives the CTA graduate the ability to 
understand the business processes of an organisation and how to use computer software to optimise the processes and free up time input by humans 
on mundane repetitive tasks so that humans focus on areas such as applying judgment and decision-making. Quickbooks is a financial accounting tool 
thatthat assist in effectively processing, accessing and storing accounting information. At CAA we believe it is imperative for the CA(Z) to not only 
understand financial reporting but to be able to practically report the financial information and this is where Quickbooks plays its part in our students’ 
curricula.
We also develop a Chartered Accountant who is well grounded in their ethics and citizenship. We help build these skills in our Student Social 
Responsibility (SSR) activities where CAA students are encouraged to participate and give back to the community.
Every year the CAA SSR comes up with ideas to generate income 
for donations to Chiedza Childrens home. The Donations are 
handed out in a ceremony at Chiedza childrens home at the end of 
each year. During the ceremony, CAA students meet Chiedza 
Childrens home students who are the beneficiaries to their 
yearlong donation efforts. The SSR exercise conscientizes CTA 
graduates on where they stand as individuals and the various ways 
theythey can make positive contributions to their communities, giving 
them the opportunity to be responsive and tolerant citizens. SSR 
initiatives help CAA Students combine relational acumen and 
citizenship competences of the ICAZ CA2025 into their everyday 
lives.
We nurture Chartered Accountants that bring value creation to a 
business by pulling out the silo approach to the traditional learning 
disciplines and promoting an integrated thinking approach. We 
host project Integritas for our CTA students where students are 
divided into groups and given a real life business topic to research 
on and present in front of an audience and a panel of judges. Their 
group efforts are measured based on their ability to effectively 
communicatecommunicate their findings to an audience, their interaction and 
integration of technology into their presentation as well as their 
dress code. Although one group is chosen as the winner of Project 
Integritas, the event sharpens the business acumen of our CTA 
graduates and improves the relational competencies in line with 
CA2025.
Since the COVID 19  pandemic reduced and changed physical 
interaction CAA has integrated online learning processes into its 
curriculum to enable our graduates to be comfortable in a purely 
technological office set-up where one does not necessarily need to 
go into the office to have a productive day in their professional 
lives. 
AtAt CAA we are not just speaking of the ICAZ CA2025 as a 
faraway target and dream by the Institute. We have started making 
strides to meeting the CA2025 and providing our student body with 
a platform from which to step off as relevant for tomorrow’s 
workplace. 
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Concept of a Leadership Master Class Series
ICAZ conceived an innovative four-week CPD 
Leadership Master Class series designed to 
equip its members and leaders other sectors 
with critical leadership skills and competencies. 
The series was launched on the 4th of March 
2021 and were conducted virtually every 
Thursday of that month.
The four-part series was themed “Building 
Leadership Resilience” and sought to 
empower leaders as they navigate a 
challenging leadership terrain characterised 
by a multiplicity of obstacles that include the 
Covid-19 pandemic.
 
The sessions were ably anchored by Gloria 
Zvaravanhu the ICAZ CEO. There was a 
presentation in each session by Dr Charles 
Mugaviri, a Certified Leadership Master 
Coach. He unpacked the subject matter 
from a leadership coaching perspective. His 
presentation was then complemented by that 
of an industry leader.
Each industry leader would then bring it home 
by sharing from their practical experience. After 
the two presentations, there was engagement 
between participants and the presenters. 
Participants were encouraged to post their 
comments and questions throughout the 
session.
The sessions ended with a summary of the 
issues covered by the anchor and a poll by 
participants to evaluate the presentations. The 
poll results indicated a high level of satisfaction 
and appreciation by the participants. The 
commitment by most participants to remain 
part of all the four weeks demonstrated the 
levels of interest that this series commanded.
 
Topics Covered and Summaries of Content 
Covered
The following topics and issues were covered 
during the series.

Week 1 focused on Building Resilience 
through Effective Remote Working Teams. 
The presentations covered the strategic 
importance of resilient leaders, tips on how one 
can become a resilient leader as such as:
•  Communicate effectively

•  Building trusting positive relationships
•  Championing change
•  Being decisive
•  Being a coachable leader and
•  Developing others
 
Dandemutande CEO Never Ncube shared 
on their practical experiences as an effective 
remote working team and how these 
experiences can enrich others. His presentation 
was very informative and insightful.

The sub theme for week 2 was Building 
Resilience through Effective Stress 
Management. Dr Charles Mugaviri’s 
presentation addressed the following issues:
•  Understanding stress
•  Causes of stress
•  Importance of stress management
•  Stress management techniques
The industry leader for week 2 was 
Phil Chitagu, the Schweppes HR 
director and IPMZ president. He 
shared from his wide experience 
on effective stress management 
strategies.

Week 3 looked at Building 
Resilience through Coaching 
and Mentorship. The Leadership 
Coaching Presentation, which gave 
a solid framework on Coaching and 
Mentorship addressed the following 
issues:
•  Understanding coaching
•  Types of coaching & certification
•  Purpose and value of coaching
•  Principles of effective coaching
•  Understanding mentoring
•  Benefits of Mentoring
•  Characteristics of effective 
mentors
•  Mentor roles
•  Coaching and mentoring skills
The enlightening coaching 
presentation was complemented by 
an exciting and practical presentation 
by Dr Grace Muradzikwa, a veteran 
coach and mentor. She shared 

from her many years experiences of mentoring many 
business leaders. Her presentation was very enriching 
as it reflected the depth and breadth of what it means 
to be an effective coach and mentor in practical terms.

Week 4 was focused on Building Leadership 
Resilience through Leadership Mind Shifting.
The Leadership Coaching Presentation was powerful. 
It covered the following key issues as they relate to 
leadership mind shifting:
•  The human mind
•  The power of the mind
•  Why leadership mind shifting?
•  Ways of leadership mind shifting
The presentation was complemented by DHL country 
manager Shuvai Mugadza. In her presentation, 
she shared how the DHL team had adjusted to the 
Covid-19 new normal using new mindsets. She also 
shared about her personal mind shifting experiences 
as a leader that has helped her to remain effective and 
relevant.

Future Leadership Master Classes
ICAZ will continue offering cutting edge Leadership 
Master Classes as part of its Continuous Professional 
Development Programs. The next series will start 
during the second week of June 2021.
All virtual CPDs are recorded and are available for 
access by those who will have missed them. These can 
be accessed on
https://www.icaz.org.zw/Members/Members/CPD_
Seminars/Members/CPD.aspx

CPD Leadership 
Master Class 
Series

Building Leadership Resilience
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The future of 
Finance and 
Accounting 
Professionals
By Timothy Mutsikwi

WE are gradually on the 
advent of the age of au-
tomation which is one 

of the greatest paradigm shifts in 
technology that humanity has ever 
witnessed.  As artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning are slowly 
becoming the mainstream in the 
new normal, they are beginning to 
have an impact on every aspect of 
our daily lives, and most important-
ly our jobs and businesses. These 
technologies permit data science, 
automate insights, and eradicate 
manual tasks, allowing finance and 
accounting executives to put more 
attention in improving their business 
ventures.
These changes opine that finance 
and accounting professionals need 
to have and or acquire new skills 
to appreciate advanced technolo-
gies and their impact on business 
performance. Given this interesting 
projection, finance and accounting 
professionals will need to master a 
great deal of skills to navigate this 
new age successfully and profitably 
and these skills among other things 
include the following:
#1: Communication and Empathy
The aspect of communication is 
frequently referred to as “soft skills,” 
a notion that helps to demystify 
its significance. Gone are the days 
when organisational leaders used 
to implement a Top-down commu-
nication system.  As an accounting 
and finance professional, one needs 
to have in them the ability to probe 
and ask questions, listen accurately 
to the co- workers and subordinate’s 
perspectives, consider the informa-
tion at your disposal without rushing 
to critique, and respond suitably to 
internal and external stakeholders 
across multiple integrated commu-
nication channels. Accounting and 

finance professionals should encour-
age dialogue with their constituen-
cies, as this is essential to getting the 
most useful information available to 
solve problems, conflicts and iden-
tify opportunities. Whilst a sizeable 
number of these professionals direct 
their energy at developing technical 
skills, the usefulness of less formal 
competencies such as communi-
cation and empathy should not be 
forgotten.
 #2: Leadership
The aspect of leadership and the 
ability to lead teams practically and 
meticulously moves in tandem with 
communication and the ability to 
communicate effectively.  The rate 
at which technological transforma-
tion is moving may put a burden on 
your clientele and your employees 
may feel incapable to keep up the 
pace. The set of traditional skills that 
they possess may make them worry 
about how the advent of new tech-
nologies may affect their businesses 
and performances on their jobs. 
These feelings will drive communica-
tion to be emotional and challenging 
than distinctive workplace inter-
actions.  Understanding the needs 
of your colleagues as a finance and 
accounting executive will require a 
great deal of emotional intelligence, 
empathy, and cross-cultural intelli-
gence. On many occasions, finance 
and accounting professionals must 
act as supportive voices, visionary 
early adopters, mentors, and insight-
ful mediators. The leaders who pos-
sess and seek to develop themselves 
with these leadership skills would 
find a well appreciated success in 
helping their organisational teams 
circumnavigate the fast-paced age of 
technological change.
#3: Strategic and critical thinking
Be assured that automation technol-
ogy will lift from you from the rou-

tine and labour-intensive aspects of financial and accounting work.  As 
a professional, you’ll have more time to focus on efficiency- and reve-
nue-generation activities within your function and constituency. Deliv-
ering value to your organisation and clientele will call for the ability to 
process and understand data, and analyse it critically and strategically. 
The AI-powered systems that you will work with will help to spot a 
huge scale of patterns and trends and the ability to turn numbers into 
insight will give you essential knowledge into creating a roadmap for 
the future as far as technological changes are concerned. 
#4: Tech-savvy and big data analytics
Fundamentally, there is no job or business that will run away un-
touched by technology disruptions and the advent of AI.  It is im-
portant for finance and accounting professionals to know the value 
of the vast amount of data available and what it entails for consumer 
behaviour. Accounting and finance professionals will need to look 
beyond the data and notice the trends that lead to better and more 
accounting efforts, to best spot new developments and how they can 
benefit businesses, develop and maintain both an enthusiasm for new 
technology, as well as intellectual curiosity about what is coming next. 
As machines become more complex from gadgets to robotics and new 
applications emerge in today’s markets, looking for ways to maximize 
their potential within your organisation can give you a competitive 
edge that less tech-savvy professionals do not yet have.  The real skill is 
for accounting and finance professionals to look beyond numbers and 
see the underlying patterns and trends so as to push actionable data 
driven insights.
#5: Anticipating and serving ever changing needs
In addition to data analysis, an accounting and finance professional 
will also need to recognize emerging technological requirements 
around them. Critical thinking will be necessary to help them scruti-
nise key questions to gain a meaningful understanding about which 
indicators are important and which have irregularities.  Another 
extensive outcome of automation adoption will be a new demand on 
finance and accounting professionals to be innovative beyond their 
technical skills and develop creative solutions to business problems 
at a global scale. This is a good and welcome development in that it 
paves way for these professionals to contribute great value to their or-
ganisation and customers. Overall, complex problem-solving, adaptive 
thinking, and future forecasting will be expected from top finance and 
accounting professionals.  These roles will be transformed into centres 
of innovation in the near future. 
#6: Integration and collaboration
As finance and accounting professionals assume challenging strategic 
and creative roles, they will find that cross-functional collaboration 
will increase.  More than as it was traditionally, finance and accounting 
professionals will need to improve on their interpersonal skills and 
work thoroughly with people who have other skills and specialties as 
this amalgamation will help the flow of business in the new techno-
logical era. With the world becoming progressively composite, these 
professionals may need to work together with subject matter experts 
and department heads across all functions and other key players who 
can inform the work and help to develop the big-picture ideas that 
will be expected.  In a world where organisations now operate globally 
and employees progressively working away from the traditional work 
office, mastering virtual partnerships and managing of skills, sharing 
ideas is also becoming important.
As automation changes the very nature of our work, skills like commu-
nication, critical thinking and leadership will gradually be in demand 
in the near future. Though it appears like a new territory, perhaps one 
that is somewhat difficult to navigate, these skills will no doubt unlock 
exciting new opportunities for the growth of the finance and account-
ing professionals in the global arena.
Timothy Mutsikwi is a customer relationship and marketing profession-
al, and is currently  the public relations and marketing assistant at the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (ICAZ). He writes in his 
own capacity
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ICAZ analysis of 
the 2021 
monetary policy 
statement
This article is prepared for the purposes of offering information to the members of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Zimbabwe on the latest Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe Monetary Policy Statement. It should not be 
used for any other purpose without the consent of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Zimbabwe (“ICAZ”)

yy The use of the USD1.4 billion re-
cently gazetted was only indicated 
as “strategic commodities” and 
“prospective currency reform pro-
gramme”. 
yy The auction has to sustain itself as 

opposed to running on the back of 
line of credits which will imply a lack 
of long term sustainability.

There had been noted delays in allot-
ment of money after bidding which 
caused delay in the settling of foreign 
debts. These delays generally have an 
impact of increasing costs and thus re-
ducing local products competitiveness. 
This also tends to reduce confidence in 
the auction system. The Bank should 
continue to refine the auction system 
further and design more efficient and 
timely allotment measures which re-
duce the time lag between bidding and 
allotment. Increasing the surrender 
portion to 40% from 30% is expected 
to bolster the auction. A concession 
was granted to exporters in terms of 
removal of the 60-day mandatory liq-
uidation of unutilised forex, however, 
there is need for special consideration 
for the same exporters when they have 
key activities going on e.g. expansion re-
quiring additional foreign currency such 
as retooling etc.
2.2 Money supply management
The Bank’s activities are commendable 
in this area. Bank achieved a conserva-
tive quarterly growth in reserve money 
of 18.6% in 2020, against a target of 25% 
per quarter. The government has also 
refrained from utilising the overdraft fa-
cility available at the Bank.  This is com-
mendable as It has contributed to the 
relative stability being experienced in 
the economy. The Bank has been mak-
ing an effort to mop up excess liquidity 
e.g. through open market operations 
savings bonds at 5% over and above the 
7% savings bonds.
2.3 Financial Sector Stability
The minimum capital thresholds dead-
line is now 31 December 2021. Thresh-
olds as previously advised are: -
• Large indigenous banks and all 

foreign banks: equivalent of US$30 
million

• Commercial banks, merchant banks, 
development banks, finance and 
discount houses: equivalent of 
US$20 million

• Deposit taking institutions: equiva-
lent of US$5 million.

Mobile money restrictions were in-
troduced to curb the increase in the 
exchange rates, although with a slight 
inconvenience to the public.
2.4 Impact of the above on inflation
Inflation has largely slowed down, in 
particular the month-on-month infla-
tion over the last four months, with the 
latest figure for January 2021 being 5.4% 

THE Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ/the Bank) issued the latest Monetary Policy Statement 
(MPS) on 18 February 2021.This policy comes at a time where inflation and exchange rate move-
ments have relatively reduced from early 2019 levels.

The theme is “Staying the course in fostering price and financial system stability,” which means that the 
RBZ’s major concern is significantly reducing inflation and sustaining the foreign currency auction.
This analysis follows the MPS document structure.
1. Introduction
The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) is pursuing a contractionary monetary policy aimed at reducing 
the rate of inflation to below 10% and an economic growth of 7.4%. This will be achieved largely by 
restricting money supply and increasing interest rates for both long and short term borrowings. The 
RBZ’s objective is to sustain the on-going relative stability and buttress the Foreign Currency Auction 
System (FCAS/auction). Although this is achievable, consideration must be put on the potential ad-
verse effects of policies suggested, particularly to businesses trying to recover from depressed demand 
and operations due to extended lockdowns arising from the COVID-19 global pandemic. 
2. Review of previous policy
Since August 2020 RBZ had a three-pronged approach: -

i. Sustainable and efficient auction
ii. Stable financial sector
iii. Money supply management

Source: Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (Strategic Policy Framework)

2.1 Sustainable and efficient auction – fostering exchange rate stability
The auction is reporting to be working fairly well with 70% going towards raw materials, machinery and 
equipment. Increased surrender requirements from 30% to 40%, though met with industry pessimism, 
are also supporting the auction. Furthermore, lines of credits of USD1.4 billion are said to be in place as 
gazetted earlier. However,
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against a peak of 35.5% in July 2020. See below: 

Oct 2020 Nov 2020 dec 2020 Jan 2021

4.4% 3.2% 4.2% 5.4%
The year on year inflation is still very high at 362.6%. A very ambitious 
target of 10% by Dec 2021 has been set. This will require less than 1% 
month-on-month till December 2021. The Bank is underpinning their 
target on at most 3% month-on-month. If the maximum 3% is con-
stantly achieved this will only reduce the year-on-year inflation to 38% 
therefore implying that the month-on-month inflation should be much 
lower than 3%, at most getting to 0.9% each month.
It is also important to note that if the current rate of 5% month-on-
month inflation is maintained until December 2021, year on year infla-
tion will contract to +/-71%. Considering the current levels, of month-
on-month inflation the target of 10% is very ambitious and will require 
fiscal discipline (and market discipline) and strict adherence to new 
measures from the RBZ. 
The graph below shows the 2020 inflation trend month-on-month.

Source: ZIMSTAT

3. New monetary policy measures
A host of new measures have been introduced together with main-
tenance or enhancement of the existing policies. The diagram below 
summarises the Bank’s focus: -

The main changes are as follows: -
3.1 Interest rate increases
Bank policy rate for overnight accommodation is up from 30% to 40% 
and medium term interest rates for the production sector up from 25% 
to 30%. The Bank did this to discourage speculative borrowing in view 
of the current liquidity constraints.
The impact is expected is to reduce speculative borrowing. This may 
also result in a slight strengthening of the currency and reduced in-
flation as generally those are the overall effects of increasing interest 
rates. Banks will also see positive effective interest income if the inter-
est rates exceed inflation. 
The downside is that the cost of finance is expected to increase thus 
discouraging borrowing from financial institutions particularly in rela-
tion to a forecasted inflation of 10%. With companies already reeling 
from the impact of the COVID 19 this could have a negative effect on 
economic growth projections. Facilities should be put in place to assist 
businesses to access cheaper financing, but with restrictive measures to 
ensure these facilities are not abused for speculative purposes. Other 
mechanisms can also be taken up with facilities indexed against the 
exchange rate or other metrics.
3.2 Statutory reserves
There has been an increase in statutory reserves for demand or call de-
posits from 2.5% to 5% while the reserves for time deposits have been 
maintained at 2.5%. The idea is to facilitate or incentivise long term 
lending. 
The maintenance of 2.5% for time deposits is welcome but interest 
rates (and establishment fees) for long term facilities will also be key in 
determining whether the productive sector will be able to access the 
long term loans of preferably three to ten years.

3.3 Reducing reserve money growth
Maintaining the conservative monetary target framework in 2021 is 
another key element. This will be achieved by reducing the quarterly 
reserve money growth from the 25% quarterly target in 2020 to 22.5% 
per quarter in 2021. This is meant to safeguard the relative stability 
being experienced. This is an achievable target considering 2020 figures 
were 18.6% per quarter on average. This is also paramount as money 
supply is one of the most important factors in driving inflation and 
exchange rates. The other pertinent factors are productivity and confi-
dence. 
3.4 Withdrawal limits and mobile money transactions 
The ZWL withdrawal limit is up to Z$2,000 while mobile money trans-
actions remain capped at Z$5,000 per transaction but with a weekly 
limit of Z$35,000. A new Z$50 note will be introduced, and the Bank 
has reiterated that there will be no increase of money supply due to the 
Z$50 but are merely adding an alternative transacting method. 
The Z$2,000 withdrawal limit is welcome while the stringent limits on 
mobile money need to be monitored and reviewed in line with the cost 
of goods and services. The new Z$50 note ties in with the withdrawal 
limit increase and the tight control on monetary supply is commend-
able. The only concern is perceptions among the populace which may 
cause an initial shock and push the parallel rate, therefore confidence is 
again an important factor.
3.5 Foreign currency auction review
The auction is to be maintained through the new 40% surrender rate 
(up from 30%) as well as the 20% on domestic nostro sales and the 15% 
contribution from the fiscus. The Bank has committed to constantly 
review and improve the auction. 
The 40% surrender portion, as has been mentioned will assist in the 
long term sustainability of the auction and relaxation of the 60-day 
mandatory liquidation period is welcome. However, the Bank should 
consider introduction of an efficient and effective mechanism to allow 
exporters to access their foreign currency on the auction should they 
be undergoing capital intensive operations, re-tooling or face any other 
challenges.
It is also important to increase local production to reduce the pressure 
on the auction particularly on two components i.e. raw materials and 
agricultural produce (maize, soya, wheat). Agricultural produce is a low 
hanging fruit and will save the country significant amounts of foreign 
currency and more so if there is value addition of the produce which is 
also part of some of the raw materials being imported.
3.6 Block funds/foreign legacy debt
The Bank is putting in place a definitive programme for accounting and 
extinguishing of foreign exchange obligations under the blocked funds 
and foreign exchange legacy-debt framework. This framework will be 
designed to ensure that it is not inflationary and takes into account 
local and international audit requirements.
Again, this is welcome. Some entities had modified opinions or report-
ing of such as a key audit matter. We are looking forward to this as res-
olution of this issue will improve audit opinions. ICAZ contributed to 
the suggested framework proposed to the RBZ through the PAAB and 
we are also ready to further support the Bank on this initiative, an offer 
that the Governor indicated that they will take the Institute up on.
3.7 Minimum capital requirement
These will be maintained as mentioned under 2.3 but with a 31 Decem-
ber 2021 deadline.
This will bring stability to the financial sector. We fully support the 
minimum capital requirements as it reduces the chances of distress for 
financial institutions. The Bank should ensure that requirements are 
met and there is no further extension to the deadline. 
3.8 Compliance with SI65A of 2020 – Savings interest rates
The Bank will monitor compliance with SI65A of 2020 which requires 
every banking institution to pay interest on call, demand, savings de-
posits and mobile banking trust accounts at rates prescribed under the 
regulations (mobile banking trust accounts, interest due must be cred-
ited on a monthly basis based a customer’s daily closing balance during 
each month). 
This was introduced in March 2020 it was meant to allow accrual of 

ICAZ analysis of the 2021 monetary policy statement...contd
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interest on funds held in the aforementioned 
accounts. Compliance to this and all regula-
tions is important for the banking sector. The 
SI has rates that are a function of the prevail-
ing Treasury Bill yield on TBs of equivalent 
tenor. Providing a return should encourage 
long term deposits and ultimately lending.
3.9 Monitoring of authorised dealers on 

the auction 
The bank will monitor authorised dealer or 
banks on the FCAS to prevent abuse through 
the arbitrage opportunities. Authorised deal-
ers should make use of KYC and customer due 
diligence.
This is an important consideration. The dis-
parity between the parallel rate and auction 
rate provides for an opportunity for abuse of 
the auction system hence the Bank through 
the Financial Intelligence Unit and Exchange 
Control Inspectorate has be to diligent. It will 
be preferred to see narrowing of the gap be-
tween the two rates and hence eliminate the 
arbitrage opportunity. This will also improve 
the current situation were most entities have 
modified opinions owing to the existence of 
the formal and parallel rates coupled with the 
gap between the two rates.
3.10 Establishment of a Fintech Regulatory 

Sandbox
This will allow entities to list their financial 
products, services or solutions in a controlled 
environment effective 1 March 2021. The 
regulatory sandbox will change the nature 
between RBZ and financial services providers 
toward a more open and active dialogue. 

ICAZ can come in to assist on this framework 
and provide input prior to the launch of the 
Regulatory Sandbox. It may also enable the 
regulator to revise and shape the regulatory 
and supervisory framework with agility. The 
Governor committed to take up ICAZ’s offer.
4. Economic outlook
The Bank presented measures that are expect-
ed to support the proposed economic growth. 
Key matters are: -

 y Targeting 7.4% economic growth after two 
consecutive declines

 y Targeting 10% inflation
 y The above are to be premised on the new 

and enhanced measures as well as reduced 
imports on the back of a bumper harvest 
and increased productivity hence improve 
the balance of payments

5. Other areas, statistics, global develop-
ments

The policy has annexures which also highlight 
key factors.

 y Imports were up 5% to USD4.7 billion 
from USD4.5 billion. Food import were 
also up from USD194 million to USD592 
million. The agricultural sector is a quick 
win as an area of import reduction. As 
mentioned, value addition will further re-
duce imports of some raw materials.

 y Gold price went up by about 20% and yet 
exports in terms of value were down 6%. 
Greater transparency and formalisation of 
the small scale sector should see further 
improvement over and above the splitting 
of Fidelity Printers which the refining 

arms part owned by the mining sector.
 y Diaspora remittances up USD1 billion 

from USD635 million. More relaxation 
and liberisation will see more inflows 
from the diaspora coming through formal 
channels.

 y Banking sector liquidity very high, signifi-
cantly above the 30% minimum showing 
that access to borrowing is still subdued. 
Review of conditions to access financing 
is key.

 y Significant interest threshold was reduced 
from 10% to 5% and hopefully this will 
improve access to cheaper funding.

 y The shareholding which can be held in 
any financial institution by an ordinary 
company increased from 10% to 25%.

 y The disclosure of interest form now pro-
vided. This should improve transparency.

 y There are additional prudential limits for 
lending to insiders and their related par-
ties, meant to improve transparency.

6. Conclusion 
The RBZ envisages a market friendly invest-
ment climate, conducive financial system, 
credible national institutions and a sense of 
responsibility and accountability among all. 
The targets set in the MPS are achievable but 
require diligence and the cooperation of all 
stakeholders in the economy as well as fine 
tuning of the auction system. 
For more information on this and related mat-
ters, kindly contact the ICAZ Technical Manag-
er, Owen Mavengere, on email, owenm@icaz.
org.zw or technical@icaz.org.zw 

ICAZ analysis of the 2021 monetary policy statement...contd

ICAZ Vimbiso Trust 
Fund Scholarship 
Beneficiary: 
Tafadzwa 
Chiwanza

TAFADZWA Chiwanza’s debut 
book, No Bird Is Singing Now? 
is an important arrival on 

Zimbabwe’s poetry scene. Chiwanza 
picks apart weighty questions with-
out forcing a strong hand. His mystic 
imagery and enchanting word com-
binations complicate existence into a 
beautiful absurdity to be wondered 
at rather than solved. 
The young man deep-dives into 
love, mortality, creativity, loneli-
ness and other themes, without 
haste or clutter, realising the sub-

lime possibilities of the form. He 
arrives fully formed, an old soul 
who has been away, and now re-
visiting with a third eye the diver-
sions he wearied out in another 
life.
A proud beneficiary of the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of Zim-
babwe (ICAZ), Vimbiso Scholarship 
Fund, Tafadzwa is studying towards 
an Honours degree in Accountancy 
at the University of Zimbabwe. He is 
now in his third year on attachment 
at Deloitte.
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MANIKAI FAITH
MAMBANDA RUTENDO
SOBHA PATRICIA
CHIMBIRO VICTOR
MUSARURWA TONDERAI
SIPAWE MUNIYA
CHIRANGO WINNIPHILDA
MAPAIKE JUSTICE
TSINYA JOHN
CHIKOBVU DIVINE
SANYAMAROPA VICTOR
KAMUDYARIWA WILLFRED
CHAWATAMA TENDAI
MAPURANGA NATHAN
MDLONGWA MABUTHO
HAMALALA MICHELLE
MATIMATI RUTENDO
NYAMUSHONYONGORA TAPIWA
NDLOVU MQONDISI
MWAMUKA TERANCE
CHIMEDZA RUVIMBO
CHIPANGURA FARAI
CHAGADAMA CYNTHIA
NYAMANDI SHANANGURAI
MUTONGWIZO BRIGHTON
MUTSAU KUMBIRAI
SAMUPINDI SHINGIRAI
SINGLA MEHAK
MAKUNDE TATENDA
SHUMBA KHUMBULANI
MADZIWA TENDAI
MABIKA ENIAS
NCUBE ANELE
MAX RENEE
BELL KUDZAI
MUNGATE MELISSA
MASAYA TAPONARINI
DZINGWE TARIRO
CHINYEMBA RUNYARARO
MUZVIDZWA KUDZAI
MUNANGA TICHAEDZA
MADZINGA IRENE
MUDZINGWA KUDZAISHE
ZVAITA MICHELLE
CHIKONDOWA RUVARASHE
CHIGWANDA GERALD
MATSHAKAILE BUSISO
NCUBE NKOSENHLE
KOMBANIE TAPIWA

APRIL
MORLEY JACK
VON SEIDEL CRONWRIGHT
INNES MICHAEL
SOUTTER WILLIAM
GOWER RONALD
KNIGHT JOHN
MANSON-BISHOP PAULINE
HUGHES MICHAEL
TEESDALE PATRICK
YOUNG JACK
THOMSON GEORGE GMF
CONWAY KEVIN
ALEXANDER JOHN
SCHALIT ADELE
WILLIS MALCOM
KNIGHT KIRSTEN
DE LA HUNT MICHAEL
SANDERS VICTOR
HILL BRIAN
BULL JAMES
HOWARD ALAN
SEBBORN GREGORY
TERBLANS STEPHANUS
WILLIAMS TREFOR
SITHOLE PATISON
RAVAT ANWAR
PATEL MAHESH

MAHLANGU ALICE
VEZEY JULIAN
MUZA REYNOLDS
MACHAPU JULIUS
FLEMING GRAEME
MKUSHI THOKOZANI
NHARI SHELTON
CADDICK PHILIP
CHAMISA JESMAN
THOMAS FRANCIS
GWARADZIMBA AFARAS
ROSS IAN
CHIBWE JOHN
NYAJEKA BOTHWELL
MC AULEY NIGEL
MTASA OLIVER
NZWERE MORGAN
VAN BREDA RICHARD
MANYANGADZE FAITHMARY
MUPANGURI WALTER
JAWA MUNYARADZI
SAVAGE MICHELLE
KNIGHT BARRY
MAKAMURE ALEX
KUMWENDA ZONDI
BVURERE ELINA
O'NEILL KEVIN K
MUKONDIWA CLIVE
SHAVA SIHLE
MAFUKIDZE KENIAS
KAMBWANJI WALTER
VERMAAK ANDRE
SHEASBY IAIN
PETER DAMIAN
SCHONKEN JULIAN
CHITAKIRA PEPUKAI
SMART STEPHEN
MAVINYU ROWLAND
CREANE BRENDAN
GORRINGE URSULA
MADZIVAZHIRA DANIEL
MAHWENDEPI MISHECK
MWEWA TENDAI
NYANGA AYANDA
DUBE QINANI
CHANGUNDA PASCHAL
SIMPSON LINDA
SEKYIAMAH PAPA
MUNSHI ARSHAD
MPOFU STELLA
KAPANJE FANUEL
MUSHOSHO PHILLIMON
ROWETT DANIEL
CHANGUNDA GARAINASHE
MATONDA ZITA
TARUVA TARUVA
CHAPARAMHOSVA TERENCE
MAPILLAR JAISON
MTEMERERWA BRIGHT
MUGOMBA ROBSON
KUCHOCHA VICTOR
SMOUT DERRICK
MUKUTIRWA NOEL
BENNETT NICOLA
BWANYA TENDAI
MARWIRA FARAI
ANTONIO ESTHER
NHIWATIWA MORGAN
GORAJENA CLEMANCE
UREKE FAITH
MANDISODZA WILLIAM
NYANDORO STEWART
CHARANDURA RUMBIDZAI
CHIPUNZA MARGRET
MATUMBA CHARLES
NEKATI PRAYE
VIKI GCINUMUZI
WILCOX MICHAEL
MUTEVERI ALICE
DZIRUNI ZVENYIKA
MAYGER JUSTIN
PANGE FANUEL
KAJA JOSEPHINE
MKWANANZI TENDAI
MANATSA NOBUHLE
KATSUKUNYA DARIA
DODZO SUNDAYI
NENGOMASHA GIDEON
MUWANDI TINEI
MAHANZU ZIVAISHE
SOKO PAUL
CHIDYAUSIKU CORN
KUREWA WILLARD W
MUTOMBA TAPIWA
MUTENURE RODNEY
MTWAZI CHARITY
BHAERA KUDAKWASHE
MADONDO ELIA
NDALA MINATI
MACHIMBIDZA AUTEN
SIM PRIYA
CHIREMBA ALBERT
MANHIVI LEARNMORE
MAZENGERA SHERENI
POZZO NEIL
MAVHIKI RODGERS
WIDDOP ASHLEY
MUSONA PRECIOUS
MHUMHI RICHARD

JACK GIVEMORE
MAPANI ELIAS
CHIKOORE TAWANDA
FAMBAWAPUTA JACKSON
CHAYAMBUKA NATHAN
MAWIRE PHILEMON
MAWIRE ART SHORE
MUSARURWA VALENTINE
GEZA THOMAS
MPOFU TAPERA
MANASAH OWEN
KOMBO HEATHER
MUTIRO MANDY
KANENGONI DAVID
MUCHADA KUDZAI
NYAKUSENDWA KILLIAN
MUKOVA KUDAKWASHE
PLUMRIDGE TROY
TENGA ANDREW
MUCHINERIPI LOVEJOY
MANJENGWA ROBERT
NDHLOVU JEREMIAH
KONDO KUNDAI
MARIKOPO NGONIDZAISHE
TAKANAYI TONDERAI
MHIZHA MARIA
KUDENGA VARAIDZO
GWARIWA TINEYI
SITHOLE FARAYI
MUTEMACHIMWE GAIL
PRESTON CRAIG
KAMWENDO NELLIA
MBANO BULISA
NAMUSI EVELYN
MHEMBERE TAPUWA
DIAMOND LANNY
CHARANDURA PRECIOUS
MURASIKI TSITSI
KABAIRA TONGAI
BUNJIRA-MUTAMUKO SHARON
GATSI BARBARA
MAGOSVONGWE LORRAINE RUMBIDZAI
MAKONI TINASHE VALERIE
TIMBA ANESU
MURANDA RUMBIDZAI
MASUNDA TAKURA
GATSI TRYMORE
SIBANDA ABYGAIL
NDERERE DUMISANI
ZIMBOWORA HAZEL
CHOMUHAKATA RAMECK
PIPROTAR JAYKUMAR
CHANGWA TAURAI
PAGANGA LOOKOUT
CHIYANGWA RUTENDO
GARIKAYI FRANCIS
DZIVAKWI TONDERAI
NYAKABAWU CLEOPATRA
MUSIKAVANHU LAWRENCE
MURAMBINDA TAPIWA
MPOFU DILIGENT
MUFANDAIDZA DANIEL
MURIMBIKA NATHAN
MUKOTO ADMIRE
MUNGANASA TAFADZWA
MAVUNGA MARVELLOUS ELIAS
TAUZEN GRACIOUS
JONGA KUDAKWASHE
MANYARA KUDAKWASHE
MTAKE TSUNGAI
MATONDO MUSINDE
NYAJEKA ZVIKOMBORERO 
MUNJOMA CLEOPATRA
KAPFUDZA KIND
ZENGENI NATASHA
NYIKAYARAMBA ANNAH
GAVHERA RUVIMBO
CHIGODORA EPIPHANIA
MULILO HOPE TARIRO
MAIMBO FARAI
MUDONI TRACY
RWAKUDA GIBSON
CHINGAIRA LINDA
KUIMBA PATRICK
KUDZUNGA PRAISE
CHOGA TARIRO
SIBANDA IMMACULATE
MACHAKAIRE BERTHA
GARIKAI NYASHA
NDLOVU BUYANI
MAWERERA KUDAKWASHE
MACHAZIRE JEPHTAH
CHISANGO TAPIWA
MOYO BLESSED
MUTISWA TARIRO
CHIBWE BELLA
MACHINGURA COMFORT
MUTASA CHARITY
MADINGA REBECCA
MATORWA VENNAH
MUWANDI SUFFICIENT
MANGWIRO TERENCE
CHIKAVA RUMBIDZAI
HARRISON PRETTIBA
MADEMBO NGONIDZASHE
MUNJOMA SAMANTHA
TONDORE ANNA
MAVUNGA TATENDA

ICAZ Celebrates the wonderful gift of your life! 
Best Birthday wishes to the following members:

JANUARY  
HORWITZ PHILLIP
HEDLEY ROBERT R
SKINNER PAXTON
HUNT HAROLD H
OLIVIER JOSEPH
LAWLER DESMOND
WHITE MICHAEL M
SHEARER GEORGE
RACKHAM ADRIAN
CUNNINGHAM PATRICK
SHORT GILLIAN
BAILEY PETER
CRAIK EDWARD
FORBES DUNCAN
TOROND L. JAMES
KUHLHOFF KLAUS
MARTIN HOWARD
DRAKEFORD ANDREW
CURLING MICHAEL
TETTAMANZI ANTHONY
DALLAS AMES
ROGERS ANTHONY
MAKANJI CHOTALAL
DE LA RUE ANTHONY
KANTOR RODNEY
BELL IAIN
KARNICKI EDWARD EA
BARNETT DONALD
CARDOZO JOSEPH
BUTTON TERENCE
CHIBOTA KENZIAS
MASVIKWA WEBSTER
SHUMBA JOYCE
SABARAUTA GLADMAN
SIYAVORA EDGAR
WILKINSON PETER
LEWIS CHRISTINE
OMAR ANIS
TSINDIKIDZO ELISHA
RWODZI TINASHE
NDEBELE BEKITHEMBA
MAKONI NYASHA
MARTIN GRAHAM
FALLON IONA
KUIPA FUNGAI
MUTSAU BRIAN
BERE TAKAFARA
HENDRY MARK
SHAVA JOHNSON
ZISHIRI GOLDEN
NYABADZA GEORGE
SHONIWA RUSERE
MUNYURWA CORNELIUS
NCUBE CAROL
MUZVAGWANDOGA THEMPSON
FITZGERALD CRAIG
CLARANCE TREVOR GUY
NEL JUSTIN
MAWELA BENEDICT
MUSHURE PETER
GUMBO EDWIN
MANGWIRO NIGEL
CHIPUNZA HERBERT
JOHNSON SIMONE
CHISANGO EMILIA
KAWELENGA CONSTANCE
DZOWA KHULEKANI
KUIPERS ROBERT
BLENCOE MARK
DUCKWORTH KERRY
HADEBE MANDLA
KAZEMBE CLYTON
MAVENDE SAMSON
NYAHASHA SHINGIRAI
MUHLANGA FORTUNE
ZHANGAZHA FIDELIS
MUNYORO LEONARD
WILLIAMSON GRAYHAM
SAMBAZA CHERYL MAZWITA
CHIGWENDE FORTUNE
SAUNDERS MARK
NYAMAZANA NABOTH
CHITAMBO NGAWAITE
MORRISON-WELLS TERRY
MANDIMUTSIRA DAVID
NYANHONGO SOLOMON
SITHOLE GIFT
SAMBAZA PATRICIA
NJIKIZANA TAPIWA
KARAMBA NICHOLAS
DHLIWAYO DAVID
MUDIWA MBIRU
PETTITT ROSS
CHIZANA THANDIWE
JONES DOUGLAS
NGWENYA NOMUSA
MCCABE JUSTIN
NYAHUNDE JANE
MUDIDI THEMBA
MAERTENS NATHAN 
MSWABUKI MDUDUZI
MAGOMBEDZE DICKSON
MICHAEL STELIOS
MACHANZI LYNOTT
DUBE JACQUELINE
HOVE ROSINAH
STRATFOLD JUSTINE

RUPONDO MUNYARADZI
GUMEDE FARAI
DURURU STANLEY
MUKUNYADZE HAROLD
ZWINGWE THOMPSON
NYATHI THEMBELIHLE
MUBAU ASHWEAN
MUNATSI AGNESS
PEDZISAI NAISON
MHEMBERE CLARIS
MASHOZHERA TAFADZWA
MUZEMBE MAKONI KUDAKWASHE 
MUYAMBO VALERIE 
MUFANDAEDZA MOSES 
HOVE TINOMUONGA 
MAKURURU PAMELA 
DIRORIMWE BELIEVEMORE 
KAMUZANGAZA LOVEMORE 
ZVAREVASHE WILFRED 
MUGABE RUDO 
MAUNZE RUFARO 
TAKABIKA SHINGAYI 
KARAMBA PROGRESS
SAMBAZA JANICE
MATSETSWA RAYMOND
MANDISODZA SOPHIA
GOTORA NYARADZO
MATIZANADZO TRUST
RAVASINGADI TICHAONA
DZAPASI ITAI
MUGONI CONFIDENCE
CHISORO FAITH
CHISI TENDAI
KUTADZAUSHE FARAIMOSE
MUFEMA LLOYD
ZIMUCHA KUSHINGA
MAKOKOVE CHIPO
NYAKUDYA VIMBAYI
MAGUNJE MUTSA
MAROPE PRISCA
MAKIPA CALISTO
GATE TAFADZWA
NDLOVU BONANI
NYAMASWE TINOAPEI
MAKWIYANGA BENNET
MHAKA TEDDY
MANGWIRO TAWANDA
MADZIRO ERIC
SEVERA TINASHE
GEZIMATI ROBINSON
MURIDZI SHEPARD
MUCHANYANGI RUFARO
PHIRI ALPHONCE
MAKOTOSE FLORENCE
WONENYIKA ELLIOT
MUKANDI RONALD
NYUKE TAKUDZWA
ELLIOT KITH
SUWETARA LEONARD
MAMBOININGA WADZANAI
MAKWARA BRIAN HLABANO
MVALO PROVIDENCE
DERA MISHECK
FELANI FUNGAI
KOMBEDZAI THANK-YOU
CHABUKA SHINGIRAI
MASAMBA KUDZANAI
KUWANDA OLLETT
MBIRIMI EVELYN
MADONDO ARTHUR
NJIKIZANA RUFARO AMANDA
MUNGAELA AARON
NEKATI TRUST
ANAND SHIVANI
MASAYIRE WADZANAI
ZHOU SIMBARASHE
CHIBAYA (NEE RAMHEWA) CHIDO
MUHWATI SAMUEL
MADZAMBA FADZAI
RUDZIVA BLESSMORE
AKHTAR SYED
CHARUMBIRA FUNGAI
HLANYA ANNASTASIA
MUGIYA AUDREY
MAROVA KUDZAI
MAKONI OBVIOUS
KAZEMBE NOEL
NHARI KAREN
GUMBO FORTUNATE
KAPUMHA RUTENDO
MURAMBA TENDAYI
MASAITI MARVELOUS
SIBANDA NYARADZO
ESTARA BRIAN
SHIRIYEDEWE DONALD TATENDA
MURUGANI ROPAFADZO
DEKEYA JAMES
KACHECHA BARON
MANGOMA BARBRA
RONJE MACMILLIAN
GONDORA TINASHE

FEBRUARY
ROCKE MARK
SIMON ROBERT
QUARMBY DERYK
MOSS REUBEN
DEVINE EDWARD

PRATT ALAN
LOWE JOHN
HEPPELL MICHAEL
WENTZEL ALLAN
BLYTH LESLIE
MILES ROSEMARY
LOUGHNANE MICHAEL
PURDON THOMAS
GIRACH SULEMAN
BENNETT JOHN
LANGLOIS JOSEPH
DALE PATRICIA
HULLAND JOSEPH
ZHOU NYASHA
WAWN CHARLES
TURNER OSWALD
NDLOVU PHILIP
KAPDI MAJIDA M
BUCKLEY JAMES
MABHUNU AMOS
WEBSTER ROBERT
CASPI ANNE
LATILLA-CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER
WELLS JAMES
DA SILVA DEREK
DALY PAUL
BITI NOEL
MUZONDO CLEMENCE
SHELTON JOHN
GRANVILLE CRAIG
CHIMUTSA COLLEN
GWANDE DAVID
FERRES MARK
CHIMANIKIRE THERESA
DZUDA JOE
MWENJE GRACE
MURIMWA TINODA
SIEMERS LYNETTE
MASANGUDZA LOVEMORE
MAKAYA TAWANDA
DAWOOD AYUB
CAHILL CINDY
MOYO BEKITHEMBA
GWARA PFIDZAI
RICHARDSON GRAHAM
MUGWIJI TAURAYI
CHIROMO NOBERT
ADAMSON CRAIG
NYIKA TIMOTHY
MATSEKETE SAMUEL
FRANKLIN ROY
LAVELLE CAROLINE
MVURA MARJORY
MBELENGWA ROSELYN
CHISANGO FORTUNE
MUHLWA DUMISANI
SITHOLE SAMUEL
MAXWELL SHERIN
NGWATA ALLAN
MASHAVAVE MARSHALL
NDIWENI TIMOTHY BUBBY
CHAKABVA ALOIS
CHIGORA HAZVINEI
MUNYUKI KUDZAISHE
ONI OLUWAGBEMISOLA
RABVUKWA ELIZABETH
FUTTER DARRIN
MUGARI FIORELLA
MUDZAMIRI NGONIDZASHE
GLOVER SHAUN GREGORY
BAMHARE TENDAYI
RAMABHAI VINOOD
RAMABHAI VINAY
GWATIDZO GEORGE
MACHIGERE MOSES
CHINGORIYO ARTHUR
GARA ETHEL
EVANS NEIL
VURINOSARA RUVIMBIKO
RWAKONDA FRANCIS
MANGOTA FAITHFUL
MHEMBERE SINGLETON
KARIWO KUDAKWASHE
MILLS DANIELA
SINGANO PETROS
MANGWIRO TENDAI SAVERIO
NKATA CLEVER
GWATIRINGA GILBERT
MUSARURWA ANDREW
MUKEWA MERCY
MABUREZA GERALD
CHIREMBA ALFRED
RAVASINGADI EVANGELISTA
RONALD NOEL
MAKOMBE JOEL
MAKAMURE AGNES
DINALA JONATHAN
NYAGOMO MCMILLAN
CHAPETA LILIAN
NYEMBA THERESA
SIBANDA EPHRAEM
KHAN FAREEHA
KHAN TEHMEENA
MANJENGWA NANISO
MUTYAMBIZI STANFORD
MUSEKA ENERST
MAPFUMO PHOSSINA
MPUNZI DUMISANI

SANYA TIMOTH
NDEBELE RUMBIDZAYIMAM-
BO
NZOU LLOYD
MBANDA SAKURAI
NYASHA TIPEI
WHILEY GORDON
MASARAKUFA TAPERA
JINGURI BONGAI
KUFANDIRORI BRENDA
MADZONGA LUCILLE
CHISHAKWE - MWAKUTUYA CLARA
MIRONGA WILLIAM
MATEMAVI TANIAS
MSIPHA CLIVE
DE RICQUEBOURG ALAN
GUMPO NONTOKOZO
CHANDURU MONICA
MAGUMA HERBERT
MATORE TENDAI
CHISVO TAKUDZWA
MADZIKANDA EDDIE
ODOTEYE DEREK
GONAH FORTUNE
ZINAKA SIMUKAI
CHAPENDAMA MUSIYIWA RUMBIDZAI
NDLOVU LINDELWE
BOYD MUNYARADZI
SHUMBA HUMPHREY
MUSHAYAVANHU RAPHINOS
MUNYURWA BEATRIX
KANYALAL CHOUHAN HARSHA
ZIFESHO MILDRED
MPOFU DUNCAN
DZIWA TATENDA
MHUNGU NYASHA
CHANAKIRA DANIEL
NCUBE NOZIZWE
NYAWANA KINKAY
MUSHANGWE SHINGIRAI
NCUBE TAWANDA
MANTIZIBA PATIENCE
NDLOVU SIPHO
RAMBANAPASI RAY
MARIMO TAPFUMANEI
MBISHI TAFADZWA
AKHTAR SYED MOHAMMED 
KOMBORE AARON
CHIPURURA RUMBIDZAI
MUDZENGI FELIX TINASHE
DEMURA EDSON
MACHINGAIDZE SHAMISO
MAWORERA DZINGAYI
RUKARWA FUNGAYI  
MUNGATE TARIRO 
MANYIKWA TAPIWA
MBERIKWAZVO MCMILLAN
MASHIRI SIMBARASHE
MUSIYAMANJE WELLCOME
MABHENA BEKITHEMBA
CHIGAAZIRA ROSEWITA
MYAMBUKI FORMAI
CHIMUTI TASHINGA
MUZVIDZIWA TANAKA
MABIZA GINNEL
MTISI NYASHA
MUTODI KUDZAI
KADENGE VIMBAI
MUJICHE ARCHIEFORD
BHUNU PRIDE
TSOKODAYI JADE
KONDO NYASHADZASHE
MUJAJI RUMBIDZAI
CHIROMBO ARNOLD
MATEMA CHRIS
MUTUNZI NYASHA
MANGWAYA KETSIA
KURWA TARIRO
MPAZVIRIBGO NYASHA
CHIMBWANDA ELISHAMA
KASEKE SHARON
MAJONI PRUDENCE
MUDZENGERERE TATENDA
MUNTHALI MACDONALD
RUKUNI MITSIDZO
MAKUFA DENFORD
CHIPUDHLA NYASHA
MAGUNDE BENSON
SABVURE TONDERAI
TSWATSWA LOCARDIA
MAKUSHA AMAZING-GRACE
CHARAMBA SHAMISO
NYAMBI EVERSON
CHIKATI ZVIKOMBORERO
CURTIS SEAN
CHITANDO NYENGETERAI
NHARI RURAMAI
SPEIRS CATHERINE
PATSIKA KUNDAI KENNETH

MARCH
WALTERS PETER
WALDEN JOHN
ROTH ARNOLD
PARKER ALAN
FAVISH RAYMOND
PARSONS JOHN
HALSE CHRISTOPHER
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ICAZ Celebrates the wonderful gift of your life! 
Best Birthday wishes to the following members:

RIX PATRICIA
MC CULLOUGH MICHAEL
JACOBS GRAHAM
MACDONALD ALISTAIR
HANNON PATRICK
GOLDHAWK PETER
NEALE ASHLEY
CHAUVEAU JEAN
DIAMONDIS LEONIDAS
COWPER JOHN
POWER DAVID
MATAMBA BERNARD
THOMAS ALUN
ZIUMBE NOAH
GRAHAM JOHN
PATEL NRENDRAKUMAR 
NANABAWA MOHAMED
MUSIWA CAMPBELL
ROBINSON DAVID
BREBNER TIMOTHY
MAHMED MOHAMED
BAIN MARINA
RUKUNI MARTHA
JONES PAMELA
CHADWICK PETER
MASEVA-SHAYAWABAYA PATRICK
MUCHINGAMI WITNESS
JAKAZA SABTENIA
MTASA CHIPO
FROST NIGEL
NQWABABA BONGANI
MUDEDE TICHAONA
CHIKETA VALENTINE
MUKONOWESHURO MURISI
MAKONESE ANTONY
MAPINDU SILAS
KAMOTA FERI
MUIR IAIN
WRAY BRIDGET
MAPHOSA SINDISO
HOFFMAN ANN
CHIBANDA TAKAYI
GWIZA FUNWELL
FEARON JOHN
MUYAMBO BRAY
PALHA SHAWN
SHOKO KOMBORERO
MADHOO YAKIN
VERA BARNABAS
MUTYIRI REGIS
HOBWANA FARAYI
MUTSWIRI IAN
MARERE WILLIAM
SPONG DEREK
GOTORE MICHAEL
MPOFU NORMAN
MATSIKA JOSEPHINE
DZIWA SIMBARASHE
MANYEMBA FARAI
MURADZIKWA BRIAN
CHIMOMBE MALVIN
NYANDORO LOVEJOY
MUHAU ADMORE
RAHMAN TYRONE
MAPHOSA BRIAN
DUBE SYLVESTER
LE GOOD DANIEL
LEVY MALCOLM
SHINDI HILDA
NDIWENI BRYTON
SHAVA MUNAMATO
MUDZIMUIREMA TARIRO
TSONGA - MAGUDHU PRISCILLAR
MUYAMBI KETAI
CHIYANGWA ADELAIDE
MUTSINZE TENDAI
MUTSIMBA PATIENCE
BAXTER TRACEY
WOOD MARTIN
MAPETERE ZVINOTENDESA
ZVARAVANHU GLORIA
CHANETA VIMBAI
MUKUNGATU RICHARD
MAPENZAUSWA ETHEL
NYAKUJIPA NERIO
MASHINGAIDZE MEMORY
MACHINGAMBI PAMELA
HURUDZA JODIAS
MADANHA TONGAI
KUVENGA HAROLD
MASINIRE EDMORE
KAMASHO JOSEPH
CHIBWE BRIAN
MUGABE VENGAI
MUDZIMBA ENGELBERT
BWANYA SIVEWRIGHT
HWATA DOMINIC
TAKAZA DOREEN
DAKA ANESU
USAI WESLEY
MHLANGA NOKUPHILA
MUBAIWA RANGANAI
CHIVHINGE TADIOUS
MAGARA LEDWIN
MAHACHI TAFADZWA
MUZHINGI PATRICK
GWANGWADZA NORMAN
NKOMANI NOMATHEMBA
CHARAMBA DAVISON

MUONDE KUDAKWASHE
CHIGWENDE PETROS
HLABANGANA LORETA
MUNYARADZI SHADRECK
CHAKO MORGAN
MANYANI PRISCA
NAMUSI TAWANDA
RUSERE LOUIS
CHIDONI TAWEDZERWA
MUZEMBE KAREN
CHIHORO SHELTON
SIBANDA OLGAR
MUDZENGI TAKUDZWA
MUYAMBO AUDREY
NYAUNZWI TAFARA
STEPHANO LLOYD
NYAMUDEZA MICHAEL
MBANJE LENOS
MANGONO TATENDA
MCKIBBIN COLIN
KUDENGA WILLIAM
MAZENGERA PHILLIP
MUSHAVA TATENDA
NYAGONA BRENDA
MOMBE PREVIOUS
MARAMBIRE ARNOLD
MUSHININGA NGONIDZAISHE
MUTEERA JONATHAN
NYAMUKAPA TENDAI 
QUINTON
FIYANDA NESBERT
MANIKAI FAITH
MAMBANDA RUTENDO
SOBHA PATRICIA
CHIMBIRO VICTOR
MUSARURWA TONDERAI
SIPAWE MUNIYA
CHIRANGO WINNIPHILDA
MAPAIKE JUSTICE
TSINYA JOHN
CHIKOBVU DIVINE
SANYAMAROPA VICTOR
KAMUDYARIWA WILLFRED
CHAWATAMA TENDAI
MAPURANGA NATHAN
MDLONGWA MABUTHO
HAMALALA MICHELLE
MATIMATI RUTENDO
NYAMUSHONYONGORA TAPIWA
NDLOVU MQONDISI
MWAMUKA TERANCE
CHIMEDZA RUVIMBO
CHIPANGURA FARAI
CHAGADAMA CYNTHIA
NYAMANDI SHANANGURAI
MUTONGWIZO BRIGHTON
MUTSAU KUMBIRAI
SAMUPINDI SHINGIRAI
SINGLA MEHAK
MAKUNDE TATENDA
SHUMBA KHUMBULANI
MADZIWA TENDAI
MABIKA ENIAS
NCUBE ANELE
MAX RENEE
BELL KUDZAI
MUNGATE MELISSA
MASAYA TAPONARINI
DZINGWE TARIRO
CHINYEMBA RUNYARARO
MUZVIDZWA KUDZAI
MUNANGA TICHAEDZA
MADZINGA IRENE
MUDZINGWA KUDZAISHE
ZVAITA MICHELLE
CHIKONDOWA RUVARASHE
CHIGWANDA GERALD
MATSHAKAILE BUSISO
NCUBE NKOSENHLE
KOMBANIE TAPIWA

APRIL
MORLEY JACK
VON SEIDEL CRONWRIGHT
INNES MICHAEL
SOUTTER WILLIAM
GOWER RONALD
KNIGHT JOHN
MANSON-BISHOP PAULINE
HUGHES MICHAEL
TEESDALE PATRICK
YOUNG JACK
THOMSON GEORGE GMF
CONWAY KEVIN
ALEXANDER JOHN
SCHALIT ADELE
WILLIS MALCOM
KNIGHT KIRSTEN
DE LA HUNT MICHAEL
SANDERS VICTOR
HILL BRIAN
BULL JAMES
HOWARD ALAN
SEBBORN GREGORY
TERBLANS STEPHANUS
WILLIAMS TREFOR
SITHOLE PATISON
RAVAT ANWAR
PATEL MAHESH

MAHLANGU ALICE
VEZEY JULIAN
MUZA REYNOLDS
MACHAPU JULIUS
FLEMING GRAEME
MKUSHI THOKOZANI
NHARI SHELTON
CADDICK PHILIP
CHAMISA JESMAN
THOMAS FRANCIS
GWARADZIMBA AFARAS
ROSS IAN
CHIBWE JOHN
NYAJEKA BOTHWELL
MC AULEY NIGEL
MTASA OLIVER
NZWERE MORGAN
VAN BREDA RICHARD
MANYANGADZE FAITHMARY
MUPANGURI WALTER
JAWA MUNYARADZI
SAVAGE MICHELLE
KNIGHT BARRY
MAKAMURE ALEX
KUMWENDA ZONDI
BVURERE ELINA
O'NEILL KEVIN K
MUKONDIWA CLIVE
SHAVA SIHLE
MAFUKIDZE KENIAS
KAMBWANJI WALTER
VERMAAK ANDRE
SHEASBY IAIN
PETER DAMIAN
SCHONKEN JULIAN
CHITAKIRA PEPUKAI
SMART STEPHEN
MAVINYU ROWLAND
CREANE BRENDAN
GORRINGE URSULA
MADZIVAZHIRA DANIEL
MAHWENDEPI MISHECK
MWEWA TENDAI
NYANGA AYANDA
DUBE QINANI
CHANGUNDA PASCHAL
SIMPSON LINDA
SEKYIAMAH PAPA
MUNSHI ARSHAD
MPOFU STELLA
KAPANJE FANUEL
MUSHOSHO PHILLIMON
ROWETT DANIEL
CHANGUNDA GARAINASHE
MATONDA ZITA
TARUVA TARUVA
CHAPARAMHOSVA TERENCE
MAPILLAR JAISON
MTEMERERWA BRIGHT
MUGOMBA ROBSON
KUCHOCHA VICTOR
SMOUT DERRICK
MUKUTIRWA NOEL
BENNETT NICOLA
BWANYA TENDAI
MARWIRA FARAI
ANTONIO ESTHER
NHIWATIWA MORGAN
GORAJENA CLEMANCE
UREKE FAITH
MANDISODZA WILLIAM
NYANDORO STEWART
CHARANDURA RUMBIDZAI
CHIPUNZA MARGRET
MATUMBA CHARLES
NEKATI PRAYE
VIKI GCINUMUZI
WILCOX MICHAEL
MUTEVERI ALICE
DZIRUNI ZVENYIKA
MAYGER JUSTIN
PANGE FANUEL
KAJA JOSEPHINE
MKWANANZI TENDAI
MANATSA NOBUHLE
KATSUKUNYA DARIA
DODZO SUNDAYI
NENGOMASHA GIDEON
MUWANDI TINEI
MAHANZU ZIVAISHE
SOKO PAUL
CHIDYAUSIKU CORN
KUREWA WILLARD W
MUTOMBA TAPIWA
MUTENURE RODNEY
MTWAZI CHARITY
BHAERA KUDAKWASHE
MADONDO ELIA
NDALA MINATI
MACHIMBIDZA AUTEN
SIM PRIYA
CHIREMBA ALBERT
MANHIVI LEARNMORE
MAZENGERA SHERENI
POZZO NEIL
MAVHIKI RODGERS
WIDDOP ASHLEY
MUSONA PRECIOUS
MHUMHI RICHARD

JACK GIVEMORE
MAPANI ELIAS
CHIKOORE TAWANDA
FAMBAWAPUTA JACKSON
CHAYAMBUKA NATHAN
MAWIRE PHILEMON
MAWIRE ART SHORE
MUSARURWA VALENTINE
GEZA THOMAS
MPOFU TAPERA
MANASAH OWEN
KOMBO HEATHER
MUTIRO MANDY
KANENGONI DAVID
MUCHADA KUDZAI
NYAKUSENDWA KILLIAN
MUKOVA KUDAKWASHE
PLUMRIDGE TROY
TENGA ANDREW
MUCHINERIPI LOVEJOY
MANJENGWA ROBERT
NDHLOVU JEREMIAH
KONDO KUNDAI
MARIKOPO NGONIDZAISHE
TAKANAYI TONDERAI
MHIZHA MARIA
KUDENGA VARAIDZO
GWARIWA TINEYI
SITHOLE FARAYI
MUTEMACHIMWE GAIL
PRESTON CRAIG
KAMWENDO NELLIA
MBANO BULISA
NAMUSI EVELYN
MHEMBERE TAPUWA
DIAMOND LANNY
CHARANDURA PRECIOUS
MURASIKI TSITSI
KABAIRA TONGAI
BUNJIRA-MUTAMUKO SHARON
GATSI BARBARA
MAGOSVONGWE LORRAINE RUMBIDZAI
MAKONI TINASHE VALERIE
TIMBA ANESU
MURANDA RUMBIDZAI
MASUNDA TAKURA
GATSI TRYMORE
SIBANDA ABYGAIL
NDERERE DUMISANI
ZIMBOWORA HAZEL
CHOMUHAKATA RAMECK
PIPROTAR JAYKUMAR
CHANGWA TAURAI
PAGANGA LOOKOUT
CHIYANGWA RUTENDO
GARIKAYI FRANCIS
DZIVAKWI TONDERAI
NYAKABAWU CLEOPATRA
MUSIKAVANHU LAWRENCE
MURAMBINDA TAPIWA
MPOFU DILIGENT
MUFANDAIDZA DANIEL
MURIMBIKA NATHAN
MUKOTO ADMIRE
MUNGANASA TAFADZWA
MAVUNGA MARVELLOUS ELIAS
TAUZEN GRACIOUS
JONGA KUDAKWASHE
MANYARA KUDAKWASHE
MTAKE TSUNGAI
MATONDO MUSINDE
NYAJEKA ZVIKOMBORERO 
MUNJOMA CLEOPATRA
KAPFUDZA KIND
ZENGENI NATASHA
NYIKAYARAMBA ANNAH
GAVHERA RUVIMBO
CHIGODORA EPIPHANIA
MULILO HOPE TARIRO
MAIMBO FARAI
MUDONI TRACY
RWAKUDA GIBSON
CHINGAIRA LINDA
KUIMBA PATRICK
KUDZUNGA PRAISE
CHOGA TARIRO
SIBANDA IMMACULATE
MACHAKAIRE BERTHA
GARIKAI NYASHA
NDLOVU BUYANI
MAWERERA KUDAKWASHE
MACHAZIRE JEPHTAH
CHISANGO TAPIWA
MOYO BLESSED
MUTISWA TARIRO
CHIBWE BELLA
MACHINGURA COMFORT
MUTASA CHARITY
MADINGA REBECCA
MATORWA VENNAH
MUWANDI SUFFICIENT
MANGWIRO TERENCE
CHIKAVA RUMBIDZAI
HARRISON PRETTIBA
MADEMBO NGONIDZASHE
MUNJOMA SAMANTHA
TONDORE ANNA
MAVUNGA TATENDA

JANUARY  
HORWITZ PHILLIP
HEDLEY ROBERT R
SKINNER PAXTON
HUNT HAROLD H
OLIVIER JOSEPH
LAWLER DESMOND
WHITE MICHAEL M
SHEARER GEORGE
RACKHAM ADRIAN
CUNNINGHAM PATRICK
SHORT GILLIAN
BAILEY PETER
CRAIK EDWARD
FORBES DUNCAN
TOROND L. JAMES
KUHLHOFF KLAUS
MARTIN HOWARD
DRAKEFORD ANDREW
CURLING MICHAEL
TETTAMANZI ANTHONY
DALLAS AMES
ROGERS ANTHONY
MAKANJI CHOTALAL
DE LA RUE ANTHONY
KANTOR RODNEY
BELL IAIN
KARNICKI EDWARD EA
BARNETT DONALD
CARDOZO JOSEPH
BUTTON TERENCE
CHIBOTA KENZIAS
MASVIKWA WEBSTER
SHUMBA JOYCE
SABARAUTA GLADMAN
SIYAVORA EDGAR
WILKINSON PETER
LEWIS CHRISTINE
OMAR ANIS
TSINDIKIDZO ELISHA
RWODZI TINASHE
NDEBELE BEKITHEMBA
MAKONI NYASHA
MARTIN GRAHAM
FALLON IONA
KUIPA FUNGAI
MUTSAU BRIAN
BERE TAKAFARA
HENDRY MARK
SHAVA JOHNSON
ZISHIRI GOLDEN
NYABADZA GEORGE
SHONIWA RUSERE
MUNYURWA CORNELIUS
NCUBE CAROL
MUZVAGWANDOGA THEMPSON
FITZGERALD CRAIG
CLARANCE TREVOR GUY
NEL JUSTIN
MAWELA BENEDICT
MUSHURE PETER
GUMBO EDWIN
MANGWIRO NIGEL
CHIPUNZA HERBERT
JOHNSON SIMONE
CHISANGO EMILIA
KAWELENGA CONSTANCE
DZOWA KHULEKANI
KUIPERS ROBERT
BLENCOE MARK
DUCKWORTH KERRY
HADEBE MANDLA
KAZEMBE CLYTON
MAVENDE SAMSON
NYAHASHA SHINGIRAI
MUHLANGA FORTUNE
ZHANGAZHA FIDELIS
MUNYORO LEONARD
WILLIAMSON GRAYHAM
SAMBAZA CHERYL MAZWITA
CHIGWENDE FORTUNE
SAUNDERS MARK
NYAMAZANA NABOTH
CHITAMBO NGAWAITE
MORRISON-WELLS TERRY
MANDIMUTSIRA DAVID
NYANHONGO SOLOMON
SITHOLE GIFT
SAMBAZA PATRICIA
NJIKIZANA TAPIWA
KARAMBA NICHOLAS
DHLIWAYO DAVID
MUDIWA MBIRU
PETTITT ROSS
CHIZANA THANDIWE
JONES DOUGLAS
NGWENYA NOMUSA
MCCABE JUSTIN
NYAHUNDE JANE
MUDIDI THEMBA
MAERTENS NATHAN 
MSWABUKI MDUDUZI
MAGOMBEDZE DICKSON
MICHAEL STELIOS
MACHANZI LYNOTT
DUBE JACQUELINE
HOVE ROSINAH
STRATFOLD JUSTINE

RUPONDO MUNYARADZI
GUMEDE FARAI
DURURU STANLEY
MUKUNYADZE HAROLD
ZWINGWE THOMPSON
NYATHI THEMBELIHLE
MUBAU ASHWEAN
MUNATSI AGNESS
PEDZISAI NAISON
MHEMBERE CLARIS
MASHOZHERA TAFADZWA
MUZEMBE MAKONI KUDAKWASHE 
MUYAMBO VALERIE 
MUFANDAEDZA MOSES 
HOVE TINOMUONGA 
MAKURURU PAMELA 
DIRORIMWE BELIEVEMORE 
KAMUZANGAZA LOVEMORE 
ZVAREVASHE WILFRED 
MUGABE RUDO 
MAUNZE RUFARO 
TAKABIKA SHINGAYI 
KARAMBA PROGRESS
SAMBAZA JANICE
MATSETSWA RAYMOND
MANDISODZA SOPHIA
GOTORA NYARADZO
MATIZANADZO TRUST
RAVASINGADI TICHAONA
DZAPASI ITAI
MUGONI CONFIDENCE
CHISORO FAITH
CHISI TENDAI
KUTADZAUSHE FARAIMOSE
MUFEMA LLOYD
ZIMUCHA KUSHINGA
MAKOKOVE CHIPO
NYAKUDYA VIMBAYI
MAGUNJE MUTSA
MAROPE PRISCA
MAKIPA CALISTO
GATE TAFADZWA
NDLOVU BONANI
NYAMASWE TINOAPEI
MAKWIYANGA BENNET
MHAKA TEDDY
MANGWIRO TAWANDA
MADZIRO ERIC
SEVERA TINASHE
GEZIMATI ROBINSON
MURIDZI SHEPARD
MUCHANYANGI RUFARO
PHIRI ALPHONCE
MAKOTOSE FLORENCE
WONENYIKA ELLIOT
MUKANDI RONALD
NYUKE TAKUDZWA
ELLIOT KITH
SUWETARA LEONARD
MAMBOININGA WADZANAI
MAKWARA BRIAN HLABANO
MVALO PROVIDENCE
DERA MISHECK
FELANI FUNGAI
KOMBEDZAI THANK-YOU
CHABUKA SHINGIRAI
MASAMBA KUDZANAI
KUWANDA OLLETT
MBIRIMI EVELYN
MADONDO ARTHUR
NJIKIZANA RUFARO AMANDA
MUNGAELA AARON
NEKATI TRUST
ANAND SHIVANI
MASAYIRE WADZANAI
ZHOU SIMBARASHE
CHIBAYA (NEE RAMHEWA) CHIDO
MUHWATI SAMUEL
MADZAMBA FADZAI
RUDZIVA BLESSMORE
AKHTAR SYED
CHARUMBIRA FUNGAI
HLANYA ANNASTASIA
MUGIYA AUDREY
MAROVA KUDZAI
MAKONI OBVIOUS
KAZEMBE NOEL
NHARI KAREN
GUMBO FORTUNATE
KAPUMHA RUTENDO
MURAMBA TENDAYI
MASAITI MARVELOUS
SIBANDA NYARADZO
ESTARA BRIAN
SHIRIYEDEWE DONALD TATENDA
MURUGANI ROPAFADZO
DEKEYA JAMES
KACHECHA BARON
MANGOMA BARBRA
RONJE MACMILLIAN
GONDORA TINASHE

FEBRUARY
ROCKE MARK
SIMON ROBERT
QUARMBY DERYK
MOSS REUBEN
DEVINE EDWARD

PRATT ALAN
LOWE JOHN
HEPPELL MICHAEL
WENTZEL ALLAN
BLYTH LESLIE
MILES ROSEMARY
LOUGHNANE MICHAEL
PURDON THOMAS
GIRACH SULEMAN
BENNETT JOHN
LANGLOIS JOSEPH
DALE PATRICIA
HULLAND JOSEPH
ZHOU NYASHA
WAWN CHARLES
TURNER OSWALD
NDLOVU PHILIP
KAPDI MAJIDA M
BUCKLEY JAMES
MABHUNU AMOS
WEBSTER ROBERT
CASPI ANNE
LATILLA-CAMPBELL CHRISTOPHER
WELLS JAMES
DA SILVA DEREK
DALY PAUL
BITI NOEL
MUZONDO CLEMENCE
SHELTON JOHN
GRANVILLE CRAIG
CHIMUTSA COLLEN
GWANDE DAVID
FERRES MARK
CHIMANIKIRE THERESA
DZUDA JOE
MWENJE GRACE
MURIMWA TINODA
SIEMERS LYNETTE
MASANGUDZA LOVEMORE
MAKAYA TAWANDA
DAWOOD AYUB
CAHILL CINDY
MOYO BEKITHEMBA
GWARA PFIDZAI
RICHARDSON GRAHAM
MUGWIJI TAURAYI
CHIROMO NOBERT
ADAMSON CRAIG
NYIKA TIMOTHY
MATSEKETE SAMUEL
FRANKLIN ROY
LAVELLE CAROLINE
MVURA MARJORY
MBELENGWA ROSELYN
CHISANGO FORTUNE
MUHLWA DUMISANI
SITHOLE SAMUEL
MAXWELL SHERIN
NGWATA ALLAN
MASHAVAVE MARSHALL
NDIWENI TIMOTHY BUBBY
CHAKABVA ALOIS
CHIGORA HAZVINEI
MUNYUKI KUDZAISHE
ONI OLUWAGBEMISOLA
RABVUKWA ELIZABETH
FUTTER DARRIN
MUGARI FIORELLA
MUDZAMIRI NGONIDZASHE
GLOVER SHAUN GREGORY
BAMHARE TENDAYI
RAMABHAI VINOOD
RAMABHAI VINAY
GWATIDZO GEORGE
MACHIGERE MOSES
CHINGORIYO ARTHUR
GARA ETHEL
EVANS NEIL
VURINOSARA RUVIMBIKO
RWAKONDA FRANCIS
MANGOTA FAITHFUL
MHEMBERE SINGLETON
KARIWO KUDAKWASHE
MILLS DANIELA
SINGANO PETROS
MANGWIRO TENDAI SAVERIO
NKATA CLEVER
GWATIRINGA GILBERT
MUSARURWA ANDREW
MUKEWA MERCY
MABUREZA GERALD
CHIREMBA ALFRED
RAVASINGADI EVANGELISTA
RONALD NOEL
MAKOMBE JOEL
MAKAMURE AGNES
DINALA JONATHAN
NYAGOMO MCMILLAN
CHAPETA LILIAN
NYEMBA THERESA
SIBANDA EPHRAEM
KHAN FAREEHA
KHAN TEHMEENA
MANJENGWA NANISO
MUTYAMBIZI STANFORD
MUSEKA ENERST
MAPFUMO PHOSSINA
MPUNZI DUMISANI

SANYA TIMOTH
NDEBELE RUMBIDZAYIMAM-
BO
NZOU LLOYD
MBANDA SAKURAI
NYASHA TIPEI
WHILEY GORDON
MASARAKUFA TAPERA
JINGURI BONGAI
KUFANDIRORI BRENDA
MADZONGA LUCILLE
CHISHAKWE - MWAKUTUYA CLARA
MIRONGA WILLIAM
MATEMAVI TANIAS
MSIPHA CLIVE
DE RICQUEBOURG ALAN
GUMPO NONTOKOZO
CHANDURU MONICA
MAGUMA HERBERT
MATORE TENDAI
CHISVO TAKUDZWA
MADZIKANDA EDDIE
ODOTEYE DEREK
GONAH FORTUNE
ZINAKA SIMUKAI
CHAPENDAMA MUSIYIWA RUMBIDZAI
NDLOVU LINDELWE
BOYD MUNYARADZI
SHUMBA HUMPHREY
MUSHAYAVANHU RAPHINOS
MUNYURWA BEATRIX
KANYALAL CHOUHAN HARSHA
ZIFESHO MILDRED
MPOFU DUNCAN
DZIWA TATENDA
MHUNGU NYASHA
CHANAKIRA DANIEL
NCUBE NOZIZWE
NYAWANA KINKAY
MUSHANGWE SHINGIRAI
NCUBE TAWANDA
MANTIZIBA PATIENCE
NDLOVU SIPHO
RAMBANAPASI RAY
MARIMO TAPFUMANEI
MBISHI TAFADZWA
AKHTAR SYED MOHAMMED 
KOMBORE AARON
CHIPURURA RUMBIDZAI
MUDZENGI FELIX TINASHE
DEMURA EDSON
MACHINGAIDZE SHAMISO
MAWORERA DZINGAYI
RUKARWA FUNGAYI  
MUNGATE TARIRO 
MANYIKWA TAPIWA
MBERIKWAZVO MCMILLAN
MASHIRI SIMBARASHE
MUSIYAMANJE WELLCOME
MABHENA BEKITHEMBA
CHIGAAZIRA ROSEWITA
MYAMBUKI FORMAI
CHIMUTI TASHINGA
MUZVIDZIWA TANAKA
MABIZA GINNEL
MTISI NYASHA
MUTODI KUDZAI
KADENGE VIMBAI
MUJICHE ARCHIEFORD
BHUNU PRIDE
TSOKODAYI JADE
KONDO NYASHADZASHE
MUJAJI RUMBIDZAI
CHIROMBO ARNOLD
MATEMA CHRIS
MUTUNZI NYASHA
MANGWAYA KETSIA
KURWA TARIRO
MPAZVIRIBGO NYASHA
CHIMBWANDA ELISHAMA
KASEKE SHARON
MAJONI PRUDENCE
MUDZENGERERE TATENDA
MUNTHALI MACDONALD
RUKUNI MITSIDZO
MAKUFA DENFORD
CHIPUDHLA NYASHA
MAGUNDE BENSON
SABVURE TONDERAI
TSWATSWA LOCARDIA
MAKUSHA AMAZING-GRACE
CHARAMBA SHAMISO
NYAMBI EVERSON
CHIKATI ZVIKOMBORERO
CURTIS SEAN
CHITANDO NYENGETERAI
NHARI RURAMAI
SPEIRS CATHERINE
PATSIKA KUNDAI KENNETH

MARCH
WALTERS PETER
WALDEN JOHN
ROTH ARNOLD
PARKER ALAN
FAVISH RAYMOND
PARSONS JOHN
HALSE CHRISTOPHER
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TECHNOLOGICAL advances 
are progressing at an expo-
nential pace in Africa and 

transforming traditional audit 
practices. However, while digital 
transformation heralds a new era 
of innovation, especially in improv-
ing the quality of risk assessment, 
a critical element of all financial 
statement audits, significant chal-
lenges remain. This was the con-
sensus of business leaders during 
a recent pan-Africa online event 
organised by global professional 
accountancy body ICEAW (the 
Institute of Chartered Accoun-
tants in England and Wales) (www.
ICAEW.com).
The online event was held on 30 
March 2021 and provided insight 
from a panel of business leaders 
who shared knowledge and views 
on the future of the accountancy 
profession in a world where digital 
technologies are transforming 
business models, industry sectors 
and the workplace.

Discussions focused on how dis-
ruptive technologies are evolving 
in the accounting profession, the 
ethical implications, and the strat-
egies required for managing the 
risks associated with the emerging 
applications of technology. Panel-
lists included:
•	 David Matthews, President, 

ICAEW
•	 Chemutai Murgor, CFO & 

Finance Director, East Africa, 
Standard Chartered Bank, Kenya

•	 Catherine Musakali, Founder of 
Dorion Associates & Corporate 
Governance Consultant, Kenya

•	 Walter Muwandi, CEO, CCG 
Systems, South Africa

•	 Dr Reynolds T Muza, CA(Z) Se-
nior Partner, Harare Ralph Bom-
ment Greenacre & Reynolds

•	 Ede Dafinone, Deputy Manag-
ing Partner, Crowe Dafinone 
and ICAEW Council Member 
for Africa

According to the panellists, the 
automation of audit processes, 
such as data analysis, will lead to 
greater consistency and give more 
opportunities to identify business 
risks. This will allow better planning 
of audit activities, especially during 
the current global crisis.
The panellists applauded govern-
ment efforts to support the devel-
opment of innovation and tech-
nology by providing the required 
digital infrastructure. However, 
while many African nations are em-
bracing digital transformation, the 
panellists agreed that the adoption 
of disruptive technology has had 
a major impact on the workforce 
across the continent, and that care 
should be taken to not make many 
jobs redundant.
While traditional accounting 
has ancient roots, the tools and 
techniques used by the profession 
have always evolved. According to 
the speakers at the online event, 
accountants must be able to adapt 
and upskill to manage these tech-
nological changes, such as the need 
for increased knowledge of data an-
alytics and cybersecurity, to remain 
competitive.
Ethics and professional judgement 
must also play a critical role in the 
digital age to ensure accountants 
continue to build public trust in 
business and uphold the reputation 
of the profession. Panellists agreed 
there is an opportunity for codes of 
ethics to be broadened to recognise 
the role of the accountancy profes-
sion in championing ethical princi-
ples when developing and applying 
technology.
The speakers also highlighted how 
the rapid growth in technology 
has automated many compliance 
elements of accountancy but in-
creased complexity and risk. Such 
elements involve ensuring that a 
company’s financial matters are 
being handled in accordance with 
federal laws and regulations. They 
called for the creation and promo-
tion of standards for how techno-
logical tools should be developed 
and implemented to reduce risk 
and make sure that benefits, such as 
reducing the effort needed and in-
creasing productivity, are achieved. 
They also advised that audit teams 
need to be properly equipped with 
experts on different software appli-
cations and platform technologies 
to be able to inform clients on the 
strengths of their security.
David Matthews, ICAEW President, 
said: “Technology is transforming 
the accountancy profession. Auto-
mation technologies, in particular, 
will change the role of chartered 
accountants. As technology’s influ-
ence in the working world spreads, 
accountants will have to diversify 
their skills, and an increased focus 
on advisory skills will mean that 
accountants will often find them-

Technology 
changes audit

selves acting as the broker between 
technical experts and clients.”
Michael Armstrong, FCA and 
ICAEW Regional Director for the 
Middle East, Africa and South Asia 
(MEASA), said: “In the coming de-
cades, intelligent systems will take 
over more and more decision-mak-
ing tasks from humans. While 
accountants have been using tech-
nology for many years to improve 
productivity and deliver more value 
to businesses, this is an opportunity 
to reimagine and radically improve 
the quality of business and invest-
ment decisions.
“To realise this potential, our 
profession needs to imagine how 
new technologies can transform 
our approach to the fundamental 
business problems we aim to solve. 
Accountants that stay on top of 
technology trends, and can adapt 
to integrate changes, will be best 
positioned to leverage them for 
future growth.”
Ede Dafinone, Deputy Managing 
Partner, Crowe Dafinone, said: 
“The rate at which technological 
advancement is accelerating across 
industries in Africa is astonishing. 
And the implementation of such 
technologies presents a unique 
opportunity for economic develop-
ment in the continent.
“Accountants have embraced 
waves of automation over many 
years to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of their work. 
However, technology has not been 
able to replace the need for expert 
knowledge and decision-making. 
Therefore, we must recognise the 
strengths and limits of this different 
form of intelligence, and build an 
understanding of the best ways for 
humans and computers to work 
together.”
The panellists advised audit firms in 
Africa to invest in digital initiatives, 
such as AI, blockchain, cyberse-
curity and developments in data 
capabilities. Investment in these 
initiatives will equip accounting 
professionals with the capability to 
expand their assurance services to 
deal with the new technology-driv-
en risks that their clients face and 
safeguard their digital assets.
The webinar was attended by over 
250 professional accountants, 
ICAEW students and members, 
as well as members of other pro-
fessional bodies across Africa in-
cluding the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN), 
Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Zimbabwe (ICAZ), Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of Ghana 
(ICAG), the Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants of Kenya 
(ICPAK), and the Pan African Feder-
ation of Accountants (PAFA).
Distributed by APO Group on behalf 
of ICAEW.
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COVID-19: WE FIGHT
AND WIN TOGETHER

This is something we don’t want to go viral

The fight against the Coronavirus requires us to be responsible, 
responsive and adhere to set guidelines. We urge you to play your part 

in the fight against this scourge which is taking lives every day.

Please observe the following:

We are in this fight with you and we will win together. 
#staysafe

Avoid leaving the house unnecessarily

NO TO PUBLIC DRINKING

Observe the recommended social distance if it is a MUST to go out

Lead by example and protect yourself and the people around you

Zero contact, zero risk

1 Metre
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